
Abstract

GIBSON, NATHAN SCOTT.  An Engineering Design Approach for Accelerating

Innovative Design Solutions in a Rapid Prototyping Environment.

(Under the direction of Dr. Timothy G. Clapp)

With time as a major competitive factor in today’s marketplace, it is crucial to

bring products to the market and solve problems in existing products in a swift manner.

Rapid prototyping methods are very effective ways of streamlining this effort.  However,

current rapid prototyping methods generally apply after a solution concept has been

selected.  Many current conceptual design methods were reviewed and it was shown that

a need exists for similar acceleration of the problem identification, idea generation, and

concept selection portions of the design process.  This would bring the conceptual front

end of the design process under the umbrella of what is considered  “rapid prototyping”.

The Ideal Final Result (IFR) of each of the three major conceptual steps was developed to

be able to formulate a series of steps to accelerate the process by performing only what is

necessary to accomplish the IFR’s.  The existing methods and custom-designed methods

provided for filling in what was needed for each step.  An “Ideality-based” concept

selection method was developed to make the idea selection process more complete.  The

entire methodology is explained in detail, and a case study to use the new methodology

was performed on an existing, real problem situation to show the useful and accelerated

nature of the method.
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1.  Introduction

1.1.  Global Competition
The globalization of the marketplace is one of the most important challenges facing

companies today.  International competition has been aided in recent years by many

things.  The trend toward increasing dissolution of boundaries, provided by regional

treaties such as NAFTA and the European Union, has served to unify markets.

Standardization of manufacturing and processes, such as provided by ISO-type programs

and certifications, brings companies and manufacturers around the world to a more level

plane.  The emergence of information technology, especially the World Wide Web, has

resulted in a free flow of information and provided a means of fusing world markets.  The

effect of these and other developments has served to increase receptivity to global brands

and foreign products.  Companies face stiff competition, even in home markets, because

competitors are increasingly able to take advantage of global strategy [1].

To survive this ever-increasing competition, companies must certainly develop

the functionality and quality desired by the customer, while still remaining profitable.

However, the new marketplace creates externalities; market forces and pressures can

easily back a company into being reactive in a time when companies must be proactive in

obtaining market needs and formulating their manufacturing operations and processes to

meet those market needs.  This new marketplace is much larger and diverse, so market

demands will be much more variable and erratic.  There have been efforts to make the

actual manufacturing processes more efficient and timely, such as Just-In-Time (JIT) and

Total Quality Management (TQM), but the goals of these are to increase productivity [2].

There still exists a need to streamline product development to quickly manufacture the

goods that will reflect the latest market demand.  Innovation is key to company survival

in the future and remaining competitive, but with these new global and international

market and manufacturing pressures, companies must innovate faster.
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1.2.  Cycle Time Reduction
Cycle time describes the duration needed to accomplish a procedure with a pre-

established set of steps [3].  For the purposes of this analysis, directed at product

engineering and development, cycle time is the “mind-to-market” time for a product,

from the first idea or charge from a customer to commercialization.  With the advent of a

globalized marketplace and the challenges that follow, cycle time for product developers

has become quite competitive.  To survive, companies must reduce product delivery

times while retaining or increasing profitability.  The faster a company can identify a

market need and produce goods to meet that need, the better it will perform against

competitors who are after the same thing.  However, other factors must be considered.

While reduction of cycle time can result in advantages in market share and profitability,

development also may be done in such haste that the product has not been sufficiently

debugged, or the wrong technology may have been chosen [4].  So, when reducing

product cycle time, the goal is not to cut corners or skip steps, but to carry out the task of

developing the product in a shorter timespan.

1.3. The Design Process
Time is a major competitive factor in today’s marketplace.  In product development, the

design portion of the cycle time usually constitutes a substantial portion of the total cycle

time, and is probably the biggest factor in making or missing a product delivery schedule

[5].  Therefore, the design process has been a major focus for time reduction strategies.

As part of this analysis, the steps of the traditional engineering design process, shown

below in Table 1.1, will be explained.  There are many different variations in design

process methodologies, but constants exist within most of these, and the steps presented

here are generic but necessary and important ones that should be present in any

engineering design project.
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Step 1 Problem Identification

Step 2 Problem Definition

Step 3 Information Gathering

Step 4 Idea Generation

Step 5 Concept Selection

Step 6 Conceptualization

Step 7 Analysis

Step 8 Prototyping

Step 9 Design Optimization

Step 10 Commercialization

                      Table 1-1: Steps in the Traditional Design Process

1.3.1.  Problem Identification

At the very beginning it must be determined what is exactly the problem to be solved, for

the rest of the design process will focus on solving what has been identified as the

problem.  It is not guaranteed that this identification is the correct problem to solve, so

this problem identification is a very important first step.  A problem to be solved may be

many things.  It may be, among other things, an inadequate or insufficient current

situation that needs correction.  Or it may be a nonexistent situation with only a goal.

Generally, a need reflects dissatisfaction with an existing condition, and the desired

solution may be expressed in several ways, such as: improve the item’s reliability, reduce

the cost of the product, or improve product performance and efficiency [6].  Once the

goal is articulated, a clear view of the objective is visible and the design process can

continue in that direction.

1.3.2.  Problem Definition

With the goals of the project defined, the motivation for the design process exists.  Now,

the problem must be defined to create a scope.  The appropriate boundary conditions

must be imposed, defining where the project should and should not go.  This is where

those who will be working on developing the design should ask questions and find

answers about the problem, the design process, and the objectives.  The design
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constraints must be developed, whilst not putting up barriers to solutions that may be

found within a wide area.  Declarations of what the final design must contain need to be

stated.  When this important step in the design process is carefully completed, a clearer

picture of how the design process will progress is seen, and the chances of obtaining

more innovative or unconventional solutions can be increased.

1.3.3  Information Gathering

In this stage, one should collect as much information as possible about the problem and

surrounding issues.  This includes a history of the current design and ones similar to it,

the technology behind the design (i.e. physical principles, natural or induced effects, etc.),

other attempts to solve the problem, and similar problems in other fields.  Becoming as

much of a subject matter expert about the problem and its surroundings will aid

tremendously in the development of solution ideas and concepts, as well as providing a

good general understanding of what is being considered.

1.3.4  Idea Generation

In this stage, ideas are developed that are potential solutions to the problem or parts of the

problem.  Many techniques are available for the generation of ideas that are constructive

to the design endeavor, some of which will be later considered.  This is not the stage for

eliminating or critiquing ideas; concepts should be developed and recorded.  This is a

very important step, for many subsequent steps in the design process will use the results

of this idea generation stage in an attempt to direct and shape them towards the final

objective.

1.3.5  Concept Selection

After the idea generation stage, the ideas must be selected which have potential to be a

successful solution concept for the problem.  There are many techniques available for

choosing concepts, some of which will be later considered.  The designer must filter ideas

to obtain a solution concept that is innovative, cost effective, able to be commercialized,

simple to maintain, and has minimum complexity.  Most importantly, the designer must
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ensure that it meets all requirements and follows design constraints; it must meet the

customer’s needs.

1.3.6  Conceptualization

This step comes when the designer has selected one or a few ideas to develop to a

conceptualized design.  Three-dimensional solid modeling is a useful tool for

conceptualizing ideas.  The designer can use this stage to better determine the feasibility

of a concept, to more effectively communicate to others the concept, or to design the

entire system that utilizes a chosen concept.

1.3.7  Analysis

In this stage, the solution concept(s) are analyzed for true feasibility.  The designs are

checked against physical laws or with an engineering analysis such as Finite Element

Analysis to determine if they are viable solutions.  This analysis stage can also be used

for determining the best design, if not already done.

1.3.8  Prototyping

This stage is where the chosen design is transformed into a model or prototype to test the

design.  There are many ways to do this.  This stage allows the design to be subjected to

real-life issues not seen on paper, such as methods of assembly and durability, and design

flaws can be detected.  This can be a lengthy process, and much research is being devoted

to the reduction of this time.  It is however a very important step because it allows

visualization of the design in hardware and provides an opportunity for testing the design.

1.3.9  Design Optimization

After the prototype has been constructed and the design can be critiqued from an actual

working point of view, it will most likely be necessary to alter the design.  This can range

from a complete redesign to reducing complexity and cost, to reducing operation time, to

making it more aesthetic.
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1.3.10.  Commercialization

This final stage of the design process is where the product design is ready for production

and delivery to the customer.  This stage may not be applicable for some designs, such as

a custom design meant for research or a singular customer, but if the product is to be

produced on a larger scale this is a necessary step.  Factors such as production volume,

assembly methods, production facilities and more must be considered.  Most importantly,

the design must be at a stage where it is reliable enough to be commercialized.

1.4.  Rapid Prototyping
Prototyping a design is a crucial step in the product development process, as previously

stated.  However, for the past decade, significant focus has been placed on speeding up

the process of producing an initial model of a design, and this has been termed “rapid

prototyping”.  Through many different types of part manufacturing, rapid prototyping has

helped designers and engineers shorten the design cycle by allowing a prototype to be

made in a few hours rather than a few weeks.  Rapid prototyping stems from the advent

of computer generated three-dimensional modeling of parts.  From there, computer files

are converted into a format that allows a machine to fabricate the part layer by layer from

cross-sections.  There are many different variants and methods of this procedure, but this

is the basic rapid prototyping concept.  These rapid prototyping systems can directly

produce actual parts for experimentation and observation.  Part complexity does not have

the effect on part production as machining.  Therefore, immense benefits can be realized

from the ability to produce parts quickly.

1.5.  How This Research Will Address These Issues
In this chapter, there has been a focus on product development in today’s competitive

global marketplace.  Time is a major competitive factor that must be taken advantage of

if a production entity is to capture significant market share.  Steps have been taken to

show how to decrease cycle time in order to get products to the market faster.  Rapid

prototyping has helped greatly with accelerating product development and has led to

higher quality products with fewer defects.  However, rapid prototyping is focused only

on the portion of the design process that comes after conceptualization.  Many companies
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conveniently define the conceptual stage out of existence-or more precisely, out of their

minds.  They simply define the start of a development project as when they have

approved a concept [7].  What must be realized is that the time that exists in the design

stages from problem identification to concept selection is included in the cycle time,

which starts when a market need or opportunity arises.  So, there exists a tremendous

need to accelerate this portion of the design process in much the same way that rapid

prototyping has accelerated the rest of it.

This research will focus on three major areas – problem identification, idea

generation, and concept selection.  These processes will first be evaluated in their current

state.  Methodologies will then be developed that will accelerate those processes.  These

methodologies can then become the front end of the rapid prototyping process, expanding

the focus of accelerated product development to include the entire design process, rather

than only that portion that comes after a concept has been chosen.  This will unleash the

potential for cycle time reduction that lies in the portion of design where ideas are

conceived and will make a significant contribution to traditional design and rapid

prototyping skills in the designer’s arsenal.
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2.  Literature Review

2.1.  Introduction
This research will address the opportunities present to accelerate the design process

during the conceptual stages; that is, problem identification, idea generation, and concept

selection.  Much progress has been made in the field of rapid prototyping, but the need

exists for similar advancements in the early parts of the design process, which when

completed will result in a completeness in design methodology that serves to reduce

cycle time for the entire product development process.  A review of rapid prototyping

will be presented.  Then, reviews of current problem identification, idea generation, and

concept selection techniques will be submitted, for the dual purpose of showing the

present state of these design process steps and comparing them to the latter stages of the

design process that have been accelerated by rapid prototyping technology.  This will

show the need for a systematic approach to accelerate innovative designs at the front end

of the design process.

2.2.  Rapid Prototyping
2.2.1. Rapid Prototyping History

The purpose of prototyping is to physically represent the concepts in a design.  It has

always been done, but recently, with the advent of computers and related technology,

rapid prototyping has become a common practice.  Prototyping has gone through three

phases, the last two of which have emerged only in the last 20 years [7].  The first phase,

termed Hard or Manual Prototyping, is centuries old and was not a sophisticated process.

The techniques used in making these prototypes tend to be craft-based and extremely

labor-intensive [7].

In the early 1980’s the second phase of rapid prototyping, Soft or Virtual

Prototyping, evolved.  The advent of CAD/CAM technology induced this phase; models

of a prototype can be represented on a computer in three dimensions.  In addition, these

computer models can be stressed, tested, analyzed, and modified as if they were physical

prototypes [7].  Thus it is not necessary to use actual materials because the prototyping is
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done in the virtual realm.  Development in this type of rapid prototyping has been

extensive since its advent, and it remains to be a very useful tool in product development.

The third phase of rapid prototyping goes back to making physical parts, but uses

a technology called solid freeform fabrication, or layer manufacturing [7].  There are

many techniques that use this technology, but most revolve around the basic concept of

transferring a computer model file to a machine will essentially “print” the part in three

dimensions by adding one layer at a time.  Very complex parts can be produced in this

fashion and this third phase of rapid prototyping has contributed much to product

development.

2.2.2.  Rapid Prototyping Development

The aspects of rapid prototyping can be seen in four distinct areas.  They are: input,

method, material, and applications [7].  The role of each in rapid prototyping technology

will be discussed.

2.2.2a. Input

This is the electronic information about the design that will be required to formulate the

prototype.  It may be a computer-generated three-dimensional model of the design or

objects in the design, or it may be a representation of an existing physical object in a

computer format, which has most likely been obtained by reverse engineering with a

variety of equipment.

2.2.2b. Method

There are more than 20 vendors for rapid prototyping systems, and there are several

categories that these systems will tend to fall under; photo-curing, cutting and

gluing/joining, melting and solidifying/fusing, and joining/binding [7].

2.2.2c. Material

The material that parts are made from can be in several different forms initially, including

solid, liquid, or powder.  The materials used include paper, nylon, wax, resins, metals,

and ceramics [7].
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2.2.2d. Applications

Products made with rapid prototyping technology are used in many phases and aspects of

product development, including design, engineering, analysis, planning, tooling, and

manufacturing.  A wide range of industries currently use this technology.

Shown below in Fig 2-1 is the Rapid Prototyping Wheel, which shows the four aspects of

rapid prototyping, each with accompanying details.

                  
Figure. 2-1:  The Rapid Prototyping Wheel (The 4 Major Aspects of RP) [7]

2.2.3 The Rapid Prototyping Process

There is a generalized process flow for rapid prototyping.  Shown in Fig.2-2 is this

process in block diagram form.  Each step in the rapid prototyping process will then be

explained in detail.
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Figure 2-2:  The Generalized Rapid Prototyping Process

2.2.3a.  3-D Solid Modeling

To begin the rapid prototyping process, a design must exist.  Solid modeling is an

excellent way to accomplish this.  A solid model is a computer-based representation of a

physical object.  The basic difference between solid models and 2D and 3D CAD models

is that solid models contain information about the nature of the space enclosed by the

geometry used to describe the object [10].  Solid modeling software allows the user to

construct objects and groups of objects in a three-dimensional coordinate system.  The

user may move, rotate, join, and separate objects in the three-dimensional space as if they

were in actuality.

Solid modeling technology as known today began to develop in the early 1970’s.

There was a common goal among those competing to develop such systems, that being to

be able to create complex three-dimensional shapes in a virtual environment, but

differences existed in ideas of how to represent the data in the computer [10].  Currently,

standards have been adopted and competitors offer different functionality with their

respective software packages.  The advent of the personal computer and significant

developments in computing technology have led to a dramatic increase in the availability

and usefulness of solid modeling.

There are some basic solid modeling construction concepts that are important for

producing virtual designs and will be considered.  To begin, the coordinate system is

three-dimensional and most solid modeling software provides numerical references in

these three dimensions, but some programs utilize an icon-driven architecture that does

not have a reference plane independent of the objects being created.  A solid model of an

object is usually made up of simpler shapes such as blocks, slabs, or spheres which are

either combined, or have material added or subtracted from the original shape.  Also,

custom shapes are commonly constructed by drawing a two-dimensional shape onto a

plane and then commanding the program to perform an operation to build that into a

three-dimensional structure.  The two dimensional shapes must be an enclosed area to
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create a valid three-dimensional object.  Some common methods of producing three-

dimensional parts in this fashion are extrusion, sweep, and revolution.  Shown below in

Figure 2-9 are visual representations of these techniques.

                        Figure 2-3:  Three Methods of Producing 3-D Custom Objects

These techniques can also be used to remove material from an existing object, to

create custom designs.  By using other techniques such as blending or filleting edges and

trimming or extending surfaces, along with combinations of techniques, virtually any

three-dimensional object can be created on the computer.  Shown in Figure 2-3 is an

example of how an object is created by using these techniques.

            Figure 2-4:  Solid Model Construction of a Guide Track
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Solid models may be represented and viewed in three different ways in the virtual

world.  These are wireframe, surface, and solid.  Wireframe representation is where only

the edges of an object are shown constructed by points in space connected by lines.  In

surfaces, objects are represented by modeling selected surfaces, and realistic shaded

images can be produced.  In solid, objects are represented by the 3D space they occupy.

Shown in Figure 2-5 are examples of these three ways of representing objects.

Figure 2-5: Three Methods of Representing Objects

There are many advantages to using 3-D solid modeling in product development

and rapid prototyping.  In addition to being able to accurately represent objects virtually,

with the ability to manipulate them not unlike in the real world, it can be done very

quickly.  Current software is very user-friendly, intuitive, and easy to use.  Entire

assemblies such as complex machines or intricate modern part designs can be designed

on the computer.  Designing in this fashion is very advantageous because changes can be

made very quickly.  The natural process of having design iterations can be performed

virtually, which saves time because it can be done much faster, and saves money because

each iteration is not a prototype that was built and wasted.

Solid modeling technology also consists of the ability to detect errors in an object,

such as if the object is not a true solid.  During the virtual building process, errors may

occur that the user may not detect.  The software can alert the user to such errors so they

may be corrected.  Related to this is the ability to detect interference of objects in an

assembly.  While assembling parts together, human error may result in placing an object
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such that some of it occupies the same three-dimensional space as that of another object.

The software can detect when this has occurred and alert the user for correction.

Animation is another capability of solid modeling that can be very useful.

Objects can be made to move, rotate, or have relative motion to other objects.  These

animations can be used to show how parts will move in real life when a prototype is built,

to prove a design concept, to compare multiple design concepts, or simply to augment the

presentation of a design.  This technology is very advanced and it is common to be able

to direct part motions along a time curve and export that information to a computer movie

file for presentation independent of the solid modeling software.

Another extremely useful advantage of solid modeling is the ability to perform

engineering analyses on the designs.  Finite Element Analysis (FEA) tools exist that are

able to perform stress/strain, deformation, and thermal calculations.  The object can be

virtually subjected to constraints, pressures, forces, or temperatures specified by the user.

Material properties of the object are also specified.  Then, the designer can inspect the

results of the analysis.  Color bands usually represent stresses in the object, and actual

deformations of the objects show the effects of forces or pressures.  These analytical tools

are very useful because a designer or an engineer can see what will happen to the object

in real life when subjected to the forces and placed in the environment for which it is

intended.

2.2.3b.  Data Conversion and Transmission

After the 3-D model has been completed, it must be converted into a format that the rest

of the rapid prototyping system can interpret.  This is a very simple and cursory step in

the rapid prototyping process, but it is very important.  Most, if not all, CAD/CAM

vendors and rapid prototyping component manufacturers use a common format based on

the stereolithography system, and this format is an .STL file.  The .STL file is a

representation of the solid model object and is an approximation of the surfaces of the

model using very small triangles.  Shown in Fig. 2-6 is a comparison of a 3-D block and

its .STL representation.
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Figure 2-6:  A 3-D Block and its .STL representation

2.2.3c.  Checking and Preparation

It is a very common occurrence for .STL files to be faulty.  This usually results from

either errors in the CAD model or non-robustness of the CAD-STL interface [7].  There

may be unwanted shell punctures (holes, gaps, cracks, etc.) in the model, which will

result in a faulty .STL file.  Software exists that will locate and correct such errors.  This

process is tedious and time-consuming because of the vast amount of geometric entities

that are usually present in CAD models, but it is necessary in order to obtain a valid .STL

representation of the model.  Once this has been accomplished, it is necessary to prepare

to form the actual prototype.  The building parameters must be set, based on which type

of rapid prototyping system will be used (liquid, solid, powder, etc.) and how the build

will proceed.  This includes determination of geometrical objects, assembly

characteristics, building orientation, spatial assortments, arrangement with other parts,

support structures, and slice parameters [7].

2.2.3d.  Building

This is the stage where the model is built using the chosen rapid prototyping system.

This is usually fully automated and the time needed for completion depends on the

complexity of the model.  There are three fundamental fabrication processes, as shown in

Figure 2-7.  They are subtractive, additive, and formative [7].
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        Figure 2-7  Major Rapid Prototyping Part Formation Techniques

In the subtractive process, the prototyping process begins with a block of material

and the part is formed by removing material.  An additive process is where material is

added, usually in layers, to form the model.  A formative process is where material is

formed into the correct parameters by forces (stamping) or molds.

2.2.3e.  Post-processing

This is the final step in the rapid prototyping process.  Cleaning, post-curing, and

finishing are typically performed to complete the prototyping process.  Cleaning is to

remove excess elements that may have remained after the build, such as resin trapped in

holes or slots, or where excess unused powder needs to be removed.  Solvents are often

used in cleaning.  Only some liquid-based systems require post-curing, where pockets of

liquid need further treatment to cure.  The task of finishing involves modifications such

as sanding and painting, as well as any additional machining processes.

2.2.4.  Advantages of Rapid Prototyping

Rapid Prototyping has many distinct benefits.  It provides a product developer or designer

the ability to experiment with physical objects of any complexity in a relatively short

period of time [7].  Over the past 25 years, products realized to the marketplace have

increased in complexity in shape and form, while the relative project completion time has

not drastically increased [8].  In fact, rapid prototyping systems have allowed reductions

in project completion times.
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Rapid prototyping also has affected the designs that can be put forth.  Product

designers can increase part complexity with little effect on lead time and cost [7].  With

less manufacturing restrictions, designs can be more optimized to meet customer

requirements.  Also, parts that earlier could not be constructed with conventional

machining technology can now be easily formed using rapid prototyping techniques.

The consumer benefits from rapid prototyping because the products which they

buy are more likely to meet individual needs and wants because of a more diverse

offering of products, more customization is possible, and they will be available at lower

prices.  Over the past 25 years, prototype complexity has increased while project

completion times have decreased.  Rapid prototyping has dramatically changed the way

products are developed.  It has undergone extensive modification and improvement

iterations, which has resulted in accelerated methods of accomplishing the portion of the

design process from conceptualization (3-D solid modeling) to commercialization.  What

follows will be a review of the current state of the design stages before these to reveal the

opportunity to implement such acceleration therein.
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2.3.  Problem Identification
The success of a product is determined by how well the customer is satisfied by the

product at the end of the development process.  In order to obtain maximum customer

satisfaction, their needs must be determined to identify the problem before the design

process begins.  Needs are largely independent of any particular product that might be

developed; they are not dependent upon the concept that will be chosen.  A product

development entity should be able to identify customer needs without knowing if or how

it will address those needs.  Needs are different than specifications, which do depend on

the concept selected.  Product specifications depend on what is technically and

economically feasible and on what competitors offer in the marketplace, as well as on

customer needs [9].  There are many theories and methodologies for identifying the

problem based on the needs of the customer, and the following will highlight a diverse

array of these.

2.3.1  Eppinger/Ulrich Methodology

In their book, “Product Design and Development”, Eppinger and Ulrich present a method

for the process of identifying customer needs and translating those needs into product

specifications [9].  It is not meant to be a rigid process, but is intended to provide

structure to the very important and potentially arduous task of identifying the problem.

This can aid in interaction with the customer, which is very important because the entity

developing the product can better provide for the customer if the customer’s environment

and point of view are understood.  Each step of this methodology will be considered.

2.3.1a.  Define the Scope of the Effort

Although this step is usually precedes the product development process, it is very

important.  In defining the scope of the development effort the firm specifies a particular

market opportunity and lays out the broad constraints and objectives for the project.  This

step is also commonly referred to as a mission statement, charter, or a design brief.  It

should generally contain a brief description of the desired end product, business goals,

target markets for the product, assumptions that can constrain the development effort, and

a list of stakeholders, all those who are affected by the product’s attributes.
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2.3.1b.  Gather Raw Data From Customers

The product developer must elicit information from the customer.  Creating an open

channel for information flow can be very helpful.  While the type of customer and

product being dealt with will affect how this is done, Eppinger and Ulrich have presented

some generic ways of creating the information channel.  Three methods of

communication with the customer are commonly used.  They are interviews, focus

groups, and observing the product in use.  Each has its own benefits and limitations, and

using one of them or a combination of them may be effective.  However, it must be

resolved who should be the customers considered.  Needs can be identified more

efficiently by interviewing a class of customers who experience needs months or years

ahead of the majority of the marketplace and stand to benefit substantially from product

innovations.  Eppinger and Ulrich denote these customers as “lead users”.  These lead

users should be a focus of the data collection effort because they can often articulate

emerging needs or may have already invented solutions to meet the needs. Thus, the

product development entity may be able to identify needs that are still latent for the

majority of the marketplace [9].  Latent needs are needs which are neither fulfilled nor

commonly articulated or expressed.  This can results in anticipating trends and beating

the competitors to the market.

Gathering needs data should be an exercise in listening, interpreting, and asking

the right questions.  The goal is to elicit from the customer all of the needs that may exist

in order to formulate the correct problem, and ultimately, to deliver a product that will

satisfy the customer.  Eppinger and Ulrich prepared the following interview guide

containing helpful questions and prompts to facilitate a structured dialogue:

•  Walk us through a typical session using the product.

•  What do you like about the existing products?

•  What do you dislike about the existing products?

•  What issues do you consider when purchasing the product?

•  What improvements would you make to the product?

They have also provided some hints for effective interaction with customers:
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•  Go with the flow – If the customer gives information in a manner different than the

interview guide would elicit, it may provide unexpected information.

•  Use visual stimuli and props – Customer reactions to existing and competitors’

products may provide valuable information.

•  Suppress preconceived hypotheses about the product technology – Customers

frequently will make assumptions about the product concept that they expect to meet

their needs.  This type of dialogue should be suppressed in favor of that which will

produce information about underlying needs that should be satisfied by the design.

•  Have the customer demonstrate the product and/or typical tasks related to the

product – This can produce valuable information that can be used when formulating

design specifications.

•  Be alert for surprises and the expression of latent needs – Unexpected statements

from the customer need to be followed up on.  This could easily reveal latent needs

that should be incorporated into the design.

•  Watch for non-verbal information – Body language, expressions, and other non-

verbal clues can offer insights into other customer needs.

2.3.1c.  Interpret Raw Data In Terms of Customer Needs

After the interview or discussion with the customer, it is very helpful to fill in a data

template to organize and document the interaction.  In it should be the question or prompt

posed, the verbatim statements the customer made, and the customer need implied by that

statement.

2.3.1d.  Organize the Needs into a Hierarchy

With the large number of customer needs that exists, they should be organized to make

them easier to work with and develop.  Eppinger and Ulrich suggest forming a set of

primary needs, with each one being further characterized by a set of secondary needs.

They suggest separating each expressed need and eliminating the redundant ones.  Then,

group the needs according to similarity and label the groups with a statement of need that

generalizes those in the group.  Thus, an organized, coherent list of the customer needs is

established.
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2.3.1e.  Establish the Relative Importance of the Needs

It would now be necessary to establish the relative importance that customers place on

different needs.  According to Eppinger and Ulrich, there are two basic ways to approach

the task of ranking the needs; consensus of the product development team members based

on experience with the customers and further customer surveys.  The choice between the

two can be determined by the team based on the time and cost to do one over the other.

2.3.1f.  Reflect On the Results and the Process

The given process of identifying and cataloguing customer needs for problem

identification can be useful, but Eppinger and Ulrich stress that the team must continually

challenge its results to verify that they are consistent with the knowledge and intuition the

team has developed through the interaction with the customers.  They provide some

questions the team should ask to ensure this:

•  Have we interacted with all of the important types of customers in our target market?

•  Are we able to see beyond needs related only to existing products in order to capture

the latent needs of our target customers?

•  Are there areas of inquiry we should pursue in follow-up interviews or surveys?

•  Which of the customers we spoke to would be good participants in our ongoing

development efforts?

•  What do we know now that we didn’t know when we started?  Are we surprised by

any of the needs?

•  Did we involve everyone within our own organization who needs to deeply

understand customer needs?

•  How might we improve the process further?

The Eppinger/Ulrich method provides a good basic methodology for interacting

with the customer and eliciting the needs that exist.  An information channel is developed

from the customers, especially lead users, who can provide insights into the needs to the

product development team.  Needs, including latent needs, are expressed in terms of what

the product must do, not about the product itself.  Then, they are sorted and prioritized,

and recorded.  Other key benefits of this methodology are that it ensures that the focus
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remains on customer needs, and that a clear understanding of those needs exists among

the development team.

The next step after eliciting the customer needs is translating those needs into

product specifications.  While the expressions of the customer are useful in

communicating what is needed, they rarely guide the product development entity in

developing and engineering the product.  Therefore, a set of specifications derived from

the customer needs statements must be developed to steer the designers in the correct

direction.  The product specifications do not tell the product development entity how to

address the customer needs, but they do represent an unambiguous agreement on what the

team will attempt to achieve in order to satisfy the customer needs [9].  Eppinger and

Ulrich term this set of initial specifications “Target Specifications” (to be later refined to

suit the limitations of the product concept actually selected).  There are three steps in this

portion of the Eppinger/Ulrich methodology.  They will each be discussed below.

2.3.1g  Prepare the List of Metrics.

The relationship between needs and metrics is central to the entire concept of

specifications.  The best way to generate the list of metrics is to contemplate each need in

turn and to consider what precise, measurable characteristic of the product will reflect the

degree to which the product satisfies that need [9].  Ideally, each need would be met with

one metric, but often that is not the case.  Frequently more than one metric is needed to

meet one need.

2.3.1h  Collect the Competitive Benchmarking Information

In this step, the relationship of the new product to competitive products must be

determined (if such similar products exist).  A good way to compare is to make a chart

listing the developing product’s metrics and values for those metrics, and then listing the

values for the same metrics for each competitive product.

2.3.1i Set Ideal and Marginally Acceptable Target Values for Each Metric

In this step, the target values for the specified metrics are formulated.  The ideal target is

the best result the team could hope for.  The marginally acceptable target is the value of
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the metric that would just barely make the product commercially viable [9].   To set

target values, the team has many considerations; including the capability of competing

products available at the time, competitors’ future product capabilities, and the product’s

mission statement and target market assessment [9].

2.3.2  Zlotin/Zusman/Terninko TRIZ Problem Identification

TRIZ is a Russian acronym that stands for “Theory of Inventive Problem Solving.”

Founded by Genrich Altshuller in 1946, TRIZ is essentially a methodology for

developing innovative solutions for problems [11].  By analyzing thousands of patents, he

found patterns and principles that repeated across all technological fields.  He organized

them and created a methodology to harness this information.  His work prompted others

to continue it, and to date millions of patents have been analyzed, and TRIZ theories and

methodologies are constantly being refined.

2.3.2a  Innovative Situation Questionnaire (ISQ)

One segment of TRIZ methodology focuses on identifying the correct problem to solve.

The Innovative Situation Questionnaire (ISQ) is the tool used to gather customer

requirements and translate them into statements of what the problem is.  Design or

inventive problems are not always clearly defined and the product development team

does not know all relevant information.  The ISQ makes explicit all the information

needed for the individuals working with innovative problems [11].  Shown below is the

ISQ, from Zlotin/Zusman/Terninko.

Innovative Situation Questionnaire

1. Information about the system you would like to improve/create and its
environment.
1.1. System name.
1.2. System’s primary useful function.
1.3. Current or desired system structure.
1.4. Functioning of the system.
1.5. System environment.
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2. Available resources.
2.1.  List all available resources: substance, field, functional, informational, time, and
space resources.

3. Information about the problem situation.
3.1. Desired improvement to the system or a drawback you would like to eliminate.
3.2. Mechanism that causes the drawback to occur, if it is clear.
3.3. History of the development of the problem.
3.4. Other problem(s) to be solved.

4. Changing the system.
4.1. Allowable changes to the system.
4.2. Limitations to changing the system.

5. Criteria for selecting solution concepts.
5.1. Desired technological characteristics.
5.2. Desired economic characteristics.
5.3. Desired timetable.
5.4. Expected degree of novelty.
5.5. Other criteria.

6. History of attempted solutions to the problem.
6.1. Previous attempts to solve the problem.
6.2. Other system(s) in which a similar problem exists.

This questionnaire provides for a systematic documentation of aspects of the
problem that the customer can provide.  It also provides the needed structure for
gathering information necessary to reformulate a problem and then break it down into
many smaller problems [11].  The ISQ can provide much guidance needed to complete
the formulation of customer requirements, but it often provides enough insights into the
problem that solution ideas are developed as the ISQ is completed.  These should be
documented for later use.
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2.3.2b.  Problem Formulation
The Zlotin/Zusman/Terninko TRIZ methodology then provides a way to take the
information learned during the completion of the ISQ and build upon it and transform it
into a problem statement set.  It is called Problem Formulation, and it is a process for
constructing a simple cause and effect graph to show the linkage between the primary
harmful function (PHF) in a system and the primary useful function (PUF).  These are
identified in the ISQ.  A function in this context is very loosely defined; it can mean an
object, a process, or even an event.  The primary useful function of a system is the
positive goal of the system’s existence.  The primary harmful function is the entity that
the design must eliminate.  The graph provides a useful image of the many interrelated
smaller problems included within the main problem.  To effectively resolve the main
problem (eliminate PHF), formulate the cause and effect relationships of all the related
problems [11].

The next step in problem formulation involves wording the problems in precise
phrases that describe the interaction between useful functions (Ufn) and harmful
functions (HFn).  This requires that each statement contain at least two functions.  There
are three possible links between useful functions and harmful functions [11].  They are:

1) UFn causes HFn
2) UFn is introduced to eliminate HFn
3) Ufn is required for another Ufn

These links lead to a set of eight questions that should be asked to assure that no
relationships are forgotten [11].  They also serve to find all of the functions in the system
and account for them.  Four of the questions relate to useful functions, and four relate to
harmful functions.  The eight questions are:

Useful Functions
1) Is this useful function required for another useful function(s)?
2) Does this useful function cause any harmful effect(s)?
3) Has this useful function been introduced to eliminate a harmful effect(s)?
4) Does this useful function require another useful function(s) in order to perform?

Harmful Functions
5) Does this harmful function cause another harmful function(s)?
6) Is this harmful function caused by another harmful function(s)?
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7) Is this harmful function caused by a useful function(s)?
8) Has a useful function been introduced to eliminate this harmful function(s)?

An affirmative answer to any question identifies another function or another link
in the model, and their relationships are depicted with a flow chart.  It is important to ask
each of the four appropriate questions for every function in the model.  The graphing
process may begin with either the PUF or the PHF.  Use an affirmative answer to lead
you to another function, either useful or harmful [11].  Shown in Figure 2-8 is an example
of a problem formulation function diagram.

          Figure 2-8:  Function Diagram example

2.3.2c. Problem Statement Development
Links in the diagram suggest two types of problem statements: the preventive statements
for harmful functions and the alternative statements for useful functions.  An additional
problem statement for each node can be expressed as either a benefit from a harmful
function, an enhancement to a useful function, or the resolution of a contradiction [11].
Often when developing problem statements, solutions to a problem become more obvious
because the relationships between functions are more easily observed.  In Figure 2-8, the
situation corresponds to problem statements that are listed below.
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1a Find a way to eliminate, reduce, or prevent [ ] under the condition of [ ].
1b Find a way to benefit from [ ].
2a Find a way to eliminate, reduce or prevent [ ] under the condition of [ ] and [ ].
2b Find a way to benefit from [ ].

The problem identification process that TRIZ offers, consisting of the ISQ and the
Problem Formulation processes, is meant to be a clear, methodical strategy for
identifying the customer requirements and then directing those into a set of problem
statements from which the product development entity can launch the remainder of the
project.

2.3.3.  Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
Quality Function Deployment originated in the 1960’s and was systematized in the
1970’s at the Mitsubishi Kobe shipyards in Japan.  Essentially, QFD is a methodology
used for structured product planning and development – it enables the product
development team to clearly specify the customer’s needs and wants against how it is to
be achieved.  Each proposed feature is then systematically evaluated in terms of its
impact within the overall product design.  QFD helps define what the end user is really
looking for in the way of market-driven features and benefits.  It then helps to convert
these into customer requirements and required product characteristics.  The QFD
methodology allows the early part of the product development process to be truly
customer driven.  In other words, it is a method for developing a design quality aimed at
satisfying the consumer and then translating the consumer’s demands into design targets
and major quality assurance points to be used throughout the production stage [12].  It
should be noted that QFD methodology can be used throughout the design and
production process, but for this review only the portion pertaining to customer-driven
problem identification will be considered.

The House of Quality (HOQ) is a graphical tool used to drive the entire QFD
process.  It is a large matrix that contains seven different elements, and it is “a kind of
conceptual map that provides the means for interfunctional planning and
communications” [13].  Shown in Figure 2-9 is the House of Quality matrix.
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      Figure 2-9: House of Quality matrix [13]

The seven elements of the HOQ are the following [13]:

1. Customer needs – This is the voice of the customer.  These can be attributes,

requirements, or quality levels.

2. Product Features – This is the measure to determine how well the customer needs

are satisfied.  Product features must be stated in measurable and benchmarkable

terms.
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3. Importance of Customer Needs – This is where weighting is applied to the

customer needs in order to know the relative importance of each.

4. Planning Matrix – This is a competitive analysis of the company’s product versus

competitors’ products for each customer need.  There are columns to judge how much

improvement is needed in the current product, how much sales leverage may result

from the improvement, and a final overall score for each customer need.

5. Feature-to-Feature Correlation – Often changing a feature positively may affect

other features negatively.  This correlation allows one to identify such impacts and

tradeoffs.

6. Prioritized Technical Descriptors or Targets – This sums the effects of all prior

variables on each product feature.

These elements of the HOQ provide much-needed information that will be used

extensively in the product development process.  The process of constructing the HOQ

has many steps, but it is not difficult.  It may be a lengthy progression, but it is

worthwhile.  The steps in building the HOQ are listed and explained below.

1. Customer Needs/Wants – Information is collected from the customer and the

product development team creates a hierarchy of customer needs and places it in the

customer needs section of the HOQ.

2. Importance of Customer Needs – The customer needs and requirements should be

rated based on the question: How important is this feature to the user?  Rating the

needs takes constructive dialogue among members of the product development team.

Most QFD analyses use a rating scale of 1 to 5, where 5 is very important and 1 is

very unimportant.

3. Competitive Analysis – The current product is rated against each customer need,

using a 1 to 5 scale.  Competitors’ products are also rated, and listed with the current

product in the planning matrix portion of the HOQ.

4. Future Goal – Using the same rating scale as before, the team rates the product

where they desire it to be in the future relative to its current position for each

customer need.
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5. Improvement Ratio – By dividing the future goal rating by the current rating, an

improvement ratio is calculated.

6. Sales Point – This column in the planning matrix gives marketing a chance to rate

whether or not they would get leverage out of any improvements.  The basic question

being addressed here is: Given the importance of this feature to the customer, and

considering the magnitude of the improvement ratio, if we in fact make a change in

this feature, can you, marketing, get some leverage from such a change?

7. Score – A customer score is calculated for each individual customer need by

multiplying customer importance, improvement ratio, and sales point.  This value

provides a hierarchy of customer needs.  These raw scores are normalized to

percentages.

8. Product Features/Engineering Characteristics – Using the expertise on the product

development team, a list of Product Features/Engineering Characteristics is

generated.

9. Customer Needs/Product Features Relationship – Product features are entered into

the HOQ matrix adjacent to the customer needs.  For each cell of the relationship

matrix, it is estimated whether or not there is a relationship between the column and

row.  The amount of relationship is represented by the following symbols: a double

circle is a strong relationship and has numerical score of 9; a single circle represents a

moderate relationship and has a score of 3; a triangle signifies a low or possible

relationship and is given a score of 1.  A blank cell signifies no relationship and

implies score of 0.

10. Product Features/Engineering Characteristics Relationship Score – In each cell

containing a numerical value, the relationship score (1,3, or 9) is multiplied by the

corresponding percent score for the corresponding customer need.  A final feature

score is calculated by summing all the products in the column.  The column totals

represent a rank order of Product Features/Engineering Characteristics weighted by

customer needs.  They indicate how much influence the Product Features/Engineering

Characteristics have on meeting customer needs.

11. Product Features/Engineering Characteristics Correlations – This last step of

completing the HOQ is the “roof” atop the customer need – product feature matrix.
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The roof matrix allows the team to identify and quantify the impact, if any, that a

change to one Product Feature/Engineering Characteristic may have on another.  The

same relational symbols are used as before.  Any cell with a high correlation is a

strong indicator that significant communication and caution must be used if changes

are to be made.

Many valuable things are learned from the House of Quality.  The combination of

the Product Features/Engineering Characteristics score, the interaction values, and the

amount of customer needs affected by a change in a product feature or engineering

characteristic is very important in decision-making.  A Product Feature/Engineering

Characteristic that scores high, has little interaction with others, and relates to many

customer needs is desirable.  However, changing a feature or characteristic that has a low

score or has many interactions may be dangerous.

These 11 steps to complete the HOQ are excellent, but they are not absolute.  A

company may wish to alter things to tailor it to their operation.  Many variations exist in

the literature.  What has been presented here is a good working knowledge of what

Quality Function Deployment and its main tool, the House of Quality, consists.  Also, it

has been shown how they can be used effectively in the portion of the product

development process that concerns gathering information from the customer and

translating that into product and engineering requirements to prepare for the idea

generation stage.

2.3.4.  The Collaborative Innovation Process (CI)

The CI process was developed at United Technologies Research Center (UTRC) in an

effort to integrate design methods in order to enable a product development team to focus

innovation efforts on opportunities that have the greatest potential of adding stakeholder

value, to use stakeholder value to guide concept evaluation and selection, and to create a

development plan to quickly reduce risk [17].  The CI Process steps are listed below and

depicted in [17]:
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1. Value Modeling: Create weighted stakeholder-value model, a gauge used to evaluate

and select concepts

2. Innovative Focus: Identify where to focus innovation effort to add the most value

3. Innovation: Innovate in focus areas, generate concepts

4. Concept Evaluation & Selection: Evaluate concepts, using value-based gauge, and

select those that add the most value

5. Risk-Reduced Development Planning (RRDP): Create a development plan to reduce

risk quickly, reducing cost and time for rework.

The steps of the CI process that have relevance to the Customer

Requirements/Problem Definition portion of the design process are Steps 1 and 2.  Value

Modeling allows the team to gain an understanding of the relative value of a set of

tangible, measurable characteristics of the product or process.  Then, the team can take a

proposed concept and place a gauge against it to measure its score on each characteristic,

to gain a good idea of its value [17].

There are two parts to Value Modeling, Stakeholder Needs Modeling and

Simplified QFD.  For Stakeholder Needs, a short list of the stakeholders’ top-level needs

is developed, and their relative importance is established.  A weighted average of that and

a similar list made by the product development entity represent the combined stakeholder

value associated with each need [17].

Simplified Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is utilized in CI to understand the

relationship between customer needs and ways of satisfying those needs.  A short list of

tangible characteristics of the product of process being designed and of related life-cycle

processes is created [17].  The characteristics should be independent of one another.  A

weighted average of the stakeholder-need weights and the importance weights for the

characteristics results in an overall rating of the importance of each characteristic toward

providing value.  This set of key characteristics, together with their relative weights, is

the “Value-Based Gauge” that is later used to evaluate and select concepts [17].  Listed

below are the primary benefits of Simplified QFD:
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•  Use of only one QFD table: saves time while maximizing usefulness

•  Concurrency: Product and process characteristics are evaluated simultaneously

•  Combines requirements of all relevant stakeholders, rather than only the customer

•  Identifies contradictions that can be resolved using TRIZ principles

The next step in the CI process that has relevance to the Customer Requirements

portion of the design process is Step 2, Innovation Focus.  This is essentially a problem

formulation strategy that guides the product development entity to focus innovative

efforts in the correct place; that is, to allow the design team to “drill down in areas of the

design space that present the most valuable innovation opportunities while understanding

and managing the risk that competitors might pursue other areas” [17].  Innovation Focus

consists of:

•  Problem Formulation Modeling

•  Functional Modeling

•  Value Analysis

Problem Formulation Modeling has been discussed in Section 2.3.2, as part of the

TRIZ review.  Functional Modeling is similar to Problem Formulation Modeling, except

it represents useful and harmful functions from a systems approach.  That is, it provides

understanding of which system elements perform which harmful and useful functions by

relating supersystems, systems, subsystems, and stakeholders.

Value Analysis is the part of the Innovation Focus where the places to focus on to

add value are actually identified.  In both Value Engineering and TRIZ, the value of a

design is represented as benefits divided by problems and costs. Functionality is plotted

against the sum of Problems and Cost.  Functionality includes contribution to PUFs, but

does not include mitigating UFs.  An ideal system element would provide excellent

functionality with no problems or costs, while a worthless and harmful system element

would provide no functionality but cause significant problems at high cost.  The system

elements from the Functional Model are graphed based on their functionality, problems,

and cost [17].
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The model for converting customer requirements into product specifications put

forth by the Collaborative Innovation process is valid after the product development

entity has obtained customer requirements from the “stakeholders”.  After this, it does

well to develop relative values for these product characteristics to assign them respective

value to the stakeholders.  After identifying where to focus to add value, the CI process,

at this juncture, would continue on to its “Innovation” concept selection stage.
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2.4 Idea Generation
Once the customer requirements have been determined and the problem has been defined,

the next step is to generate solution concepts and ideas that will solve the problem whilst

meeting all customer requirements.  A product development entity must have a plan of

attack for developing these ideas.  It needs this structure because if a procedure is not

followed, adverse occurrences may take place.  Among these are: assuming there is only

one right answer, choosing the first solution that comes to mind, being distracted by

irrelevant information, and rushing the process.  There are many methodologies that exist

for generating solution concepts, and the following will highlight a diverse array of these.

2.4.1 Brainstorming

Brainstorming is one of the most basic techniques for generating ideas.  It is routinely

used in many areas, with individuals, small groups, or large groups.  Typically, the initial

stages of idea generation begin with an unstructured free association of ideas to solve the

problem.  During this activity, lists of all possible solutions are generated and should

include wild or unusual solutions regardless of feasibility [15].  In this fashion, people

brainstorming in groups can build upon each other’s suggestions, but a positive attitude

should be maintained and no negative comments on or judgements of ideas should be

allowed.  The facilitator of the brainstorming session should also seek to keep in check

comments that are often said but can severely diminish the quality of the session.  Some

of these comments include [15]:

•  That won’t work

•  That’s too radical

•  It’s not our job

•  We don’t have enough time

•  That’s too much hassle

•  It’s against our policy

•  We haven’t done it this way before

•  We’ve always done it like this

•  That’s too expensive
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•  That’s not practical

•  We can’t solve this problem

It is not a new concept that brainstorming sessions usually are very productive at

first and then quickly drop off after a few minutes.  It is usually wasteful of time to

continue after this point.  However, several techniques have been developed within

brainstorming theory to overcome this occurrence and generate additional ideas.

2.4.1a.  Osborn’s Checklist

Within this checklist are techniques used to generate additional ideas that are related to

those previously obtained.  The checklist is shown in Table 2-1.

Adapt? How can this (product, plan, idea) be otherwise used
as is?

Modify? Change the meaning, material, color, shape, odor,
etc.?

Magnify? Add new component?  Make longer, stronger, thicker,
higher?

Minify? Split up?  Remove something?  Make lighter, weaker,
thinner?

Substitute? Who else, where else, or what else? Other component
or approach?

Rearrange? Interchange parts? Other patterns, layouts?  Reverse
roles, Re-sort?

Combine? Combine parts, ideas? Blend? Compromise?
Table 2-1  Osborn’s Checklist for Adding New Ideas [15]

2.4.1b.  Random Stimulation

Where Osborn’s Checklist built upon previous ideas, Random Stimulation is a way of

generating totally different ideas than previously considered.  The goal is to view the

problem from new perspectives.  Random words, concepts, or phrases such as words

pulled from a dictionary or random sentences in books, are used to act as a trigger or

switch to change the patterns of thought when a mental roadblock occurs [15].  The

random word can be used to generate other words that can stimulate the flow of ideas.
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2.4.1c. Other People’s Views (OPV)

The inability to see a problem from various viewpoints can be a severely limiting factor

in problem solving and idea generation.  Imagining yourself in the role of another person

allows you to see complications or aspects of the problem not considered previously.

OPV works very well especially when the problem involves the thoughts and feelings of

others.  For example, a designer of a machine must not only take into account

engineering, but must consider the views of the consumers, the marketing personnel,

management, safety, the financial departments, and maintenance personnel.  Inaccurately

seeing the problem from their point of view could lead to a substandard or even failed

product.

2.4.1d.  Futuring

Futuring is a concept generation technique that focuses on developing ideas that are not

currently technologically feasible but could be in the future.  Questions are asked such as:

What are the characteristics of the ideal solution? What current problem would make our

jobs easier when solved? What solutions would change the way we do business?  A key

notion in Futuring is that one must be bold enough to suggest alternatives that promise

major advances, yet may only have a small probability of success [15].  The idealized

solution is visualized and then work is done that will advance toward it.  Listed below are

the steps that should be taken when using Futuring [15]:

1) Examine the problem carefully to make sure that the real problem has been defined.

2) Imagine yourself at some point in the future after the problem has been solved.  What

are the benefits of having a solution?

3) “Look around” in the future.  Try to imagine an ideal solution to the problem at hand

without regard to technical feasibility.  Remember, in the future, anything is possible.

4) Make statements such as: “If only [ x ] would happen, I could solve [ y ].

5) Dare to change the rules.  The best solutions to some problems are contrary to

conventional wisdom.
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2.4.2  Fishbone Diagram (Cause and Effect Diagram)

Dr. Kaoru Ishikawa, a Japanese quality control statistician, invented the fishbone

diagram. Also referred to as a Cause and Effect Diagram, it is essentially a graphical way

to organize and record brainstorming ideas. The value of the fishbone diagram is to assist

teams in categorizing the many potential causes of problems or issues in an orderly way

and in identifying root causes.  To construct a fishbone diagram, the following procedure

is used [15]:

1. Draw the fishbone diagram

2. List the problem/issue to be studied in the "head of the fish".

3. Label each ""bone" of the "fish". The major categories typically utilized are:

•  Methods, Machines, Materials, Manpower

•  Place, Procedure, People, Policies

•  Surroundings, Suppliers, Systems and Skills

These categories are to be used as guides, but new categories may certainly be

developed as needed. The categories are to help organize ideas.

4. Use an idea-generating technique (e.g., brainstorming) to identify the factors within

each category that may be affecting the problem/issue and/or effect being studied.

The team should ask... "What are the machine issues affecting/causing..."

5. Repeat this procedure with each factor under the category to produce sub-factors.

Continue asking, "Why is this happening?" and put additional segments each factor

and subsequently under each sub-factor.

6. Continue until you no longer get useful information as you ask, "Why is that

happening?"

7. Analyze the results of the fishbone after team members agree that an adequate

amount of detail has been provided under each major category. Do this by looking for

those items that appear in more than one category. These become the "most likely

causes".

An example of a fishbone diagram is seen in Figure 2-10.
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Figure 2-10: Fishbone Diagram example [15]

From the fishbone diagram, the solutions that have been developed can be

evaluated.  The solutions contain structure and organization, and the problem can be

attacked from multiple fronts.

2.4.3  TRIZ Concept Generation

As stated previously in this chapter, the Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ) is a

unique methodology that has its roots in the notion that systematic innovation is very

possible.  There are several ways that TRIZ approaches the matter of concept generation.

It begins with the concept of psychological inertia, which supposes that researchers are

influenced to move in the same direction they have gone in the past, which severely

limits their ability to fully innovate [22].  This creates the need to reduce a problem to a

level that is out of “expertise-required” areas so the optimum solution can be found.

Also, TRIZ beckons the inventor and idea generator to look for the solution to the

problem that is nearest to the optimal solution, similar to Futuring in section 2.5.1d.  In

addition, TRIZ encompasses a set of patterns of technological evolution that can be used

to develop ideas.  Each of these facets of TRIZ methodology will be explained to a much

fuller extent.
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2.4.3a. Psychological Inertia

Researchers and problem solvers have their favorite directions for investigation, and

these generally look like a line vector located within or near their specialties.  Most

problem solvers, engineers, or product developers ignore the universe of knowledge that

exists and rely solely on the knowledge they have to come up with ideas.  Psychological

inertia is also the tendency to resist change.  “We have always done it this way” is a

commonly uttered phrase that easily stifles innovation by not allowing things that have

not been done to take place.  For example, to illustrate the power of psychological inertia,

there are pictures of early automobiles upon which paper-mache horse heads were

attached.  Yet another way that psychological inertia rears its head is through the way to

which things are referred.  Names of objects create a mental image of what it can or

cannot be.  For example, if there was a situation where an object was to be designed to

hold a group of papers together, having a design goal that the paper clip be redesigned

would most likely limit the concepts generated.  A way to describe the problem would be

to give the prompt in purely non-technical and simplistic terms, such as a having a design

goal of a device that would hold a group of papers together securely.

Psychological inertia is an often-unseen entity that can dramatically affect the

success of innovation in a product development environment.  TRIZ seeks to suppress the

effects of psychological inertia by providing a methodology to lead the designer away

from the rut that can be fallen into, and toward the solutions that exist in the knowledge

of the universe [22].

2.4.3b. Ideality and the Ideal Final Result

Technical systems tend to evolve toward a state of betterment.  That is, more

functionality, simpler operation or design, less parts, cheaper to produce, etc.  TRIZ

refers to this as moving toward ideality.  Ideality is defined as the quotient of the sum of

the system’s useful effects divided by the sum of the system’s harmful effects (including

cost).  As the system evolves, it tends to increase useful effects and decrease harmful

effects, thereby increasing the system’s ideality.  When Altshuller developed the

foundations of TRIZ, he introduced the notion of the Ideal Final Result (IFR), which is

the theoretical state of a system that has a high value for useful effects and zero harmful
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effects, which drives ideality to zero.  This would be a system that completes its intended

function without existing [22].  What TRIZ suggests is that before generating ideas, one

should envision the IFR of the problem situation.  By having the stated description of the

system at its IFR state, many obstacles to developing innovative solutions can be

avoided, especially psychological inertia.  Then, while developing ideas, one should start

from the IFR and work backwards, adding what needs to be added until the goal of the

system’s existence is met.  This way, the maximum ideality for the system at that time

can be obtained during the initial design.  If concept generation begins at the current state

and one works forward, it is very likely that the end point will be much further away from

ideality, mainly because much of the system that is unnecessary or that prevents

innovation remains in the system.  This concept is illustrated in Figure 2-11.

                              Figure 2-11: Idea Generation: Conventional vs. TRIZ

2.4.3c. Contradiction Analysis

Contradiction analysis is an excellent way to observe the problem from a completely

different perspective.  Where traditional problem solving builds on past experiences,

contradiction analysis allows problems to be solved by analogic thinking.  The problems

are structured in the form of a contradiction and are lead to a group of familiar and
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standard class of problems for which solutions exist.  If the right analogy is drawn upon,

a useful solution can be obtained [11].  The solution sets are generic, and have been

derived from the analysis of millions of patents, thereby encompassing countless fields of

knowledge.  This way, if a similar problem has existed before in a completely different

field, analogous thinking can be used to draw its solution to the problem at hand.  Where

many problem solvers go directly from the problem to a solution by trial and error, TRIZ

based contradiction analysis uses a more efficient method.  As shown in Figure 2-12, the

problem should be converted to a general problem so that it can be seen how that problem

in generic form has been solved before.  Then, the general solution can be used to

stimulate ideas for a specific solution.

                   Figure 2-12: Contradiction Analysis Procedure

There are two types of contradictions that problems can be structured as, technical

contradictions and physical contradictions.  A technical contradiction exists when known

alternatives available to improve one aspect of a design do so at the expense of another

aspect of the design (improving “x” will cause “y” to deteriorate).  A physical

contradiction exists when some aspect of a product or service must have two opposing

states ( “the product must be both “rigid” and “flexible” ).  To structure the problems into
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contradictions is a very important step.  Understanding the problem is crucial.  By

completing the Innovative Situation Questionnaire (ISQ, from section 2.3.2a), some of

the answers could already contain contradictions that relate to the problem.  When the

contradiction is formed, then decide if it is technical or physical, then use the appropriate

method to resolve the contradiction.  Technical contradictions are solved using the TRIZ

Contradiction Table, and physical contradictions are solved using TRIZ Separation

Principles.

There are 39 Parameters in TRIZ methodology with which to express the

technical contradiction, such as weight, temperature, accuracy or strength.  Representing

the contradiction as a combination of two of the 39 Parameters requires a broad

interpretation of the parameters [11].  When the contradiction is specified, the

Contradiction Table should be consulted to find which of the 40 Principles could be used

to resolve the contradiction.  The 40 Principles are concepts such as Nesting, Inversion,

Prior Action, or Feedback that have been proven through the patent literature to have

repeating solution concepts for a combination of parameters.  There is usually more than

one principle that has been used in the past to solve any particular contradiction.  Shown

in Figure 2-13 is a portion of the Contradiction Table to show how it is used.

                               Figure 2-13: Contradiction Table
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The intersection of the parameters chosen to represent the contradiction contains

numbers representing which of the principles should be considered for solving the

problem.  The creativity of the team/individual is still needed to design an appropriate

system to utilize the identified principles.

For solving physical contradictions, separation principles are used.  Physical

contradictions are the mutually exclusive requirements of one state of existence along

with an opposing state of resistance [11].  These contradictions must be solved by

separating the requirements.  Listed below are the four separation principles and a brief

description of what they entail:

1. Separation in Space: Opposite requirements can be physically separated.  By

partitioning the system into subsystems, each contradictory function or condition can

be placed in a different subsystem.

2. Separation in Time: Find a way to satisfy opposite requirements at different times.

3. Separation Within a Whole Object and Its Parts: Partition the system and assign

one of the contradictory functions to a subsystem and let the system as a whole retain

the remaining functions and conditions.

4. Separation Upon Condition: Change the system or environment so that only the

helpful process can take place.

By applying these separation principles to physical contradictions, problems can

be solved more effectively and efficiently.  Combined with the ways to solve technical

contradictions, this portion of TRIZ methodology is a quite valuable option with which to

generate ideas.

2.4.3d. Patterns of Evolution

Altshuller noticed in the thousands of patents he analyzed that there are regular and

repeating trends for how technological systems tend to evolve over time.  There are eight

of these patterns and they are listed and explained below [11]:
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1. Evolution in Stages – This is a very generic pattern that describes evolution of

technological systems at the macrolevel.  Technology tends to evolve along a

common S-curve, as represented in the top drawing in Figure 2-14.  The S-curve as it

relates to technological systems has a typical life cycle of pregnancy, birth,

childhood, adolescence, maturity, and decline.  The other curves in the figure show

how the level of invention, number of inventions, and profitability correlate with the

performance of the system.  By using this information, one can gauge where a

particular technology is at and thus predict where it is likely to go.

2. Evolution Toward Increased Ideality – This trend states that the general direction for

technological systems is for ideality to increase.  That is, for useful effects to increase

and harmful effects to decrease.

3. Non-Uniform Development of System Elements – Each component or sub-system

within the system may develop according to its own S-curve.  Therefore, some

components may reach their ultimate maturity limit sooner than others, and they may

hold back the rest of the system.  Conversely, a component that is underdeveloped

may also be holding back the rest of the system.

4. Evolution Toward Increased Dynamism and Controllability – As a technological

system evolves, parts which were originally fixed tend to become moveable or

adjustable.  This leads to an ability to introduce control into the system.

5. Increased Complexity, Then Simplification – Technological systems tend to develop

first toward increased complexity (increased quantity and quality of system functions)

and then toward simplification (the same or better performance is provided by a less

complex system).

6. Evolution with Matching and Mismatching Components – System elements are

matched or mismatched to improve performance and to compensate for undesired

effects.

7. Evolution Toward Microlevel and Increased Use of Fields – Technological systems

tend to evolve from macrosystems to microsystems.  During this transition, different

types of energy fields may be used to achieve better performance or control.
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8. Evolution Toward Decreased Human Involvement – Systems are developed to

perform tedious or meticulous functions, which allows humans to do more intellectual

work as well as reduce the human error risk in performing tasks.

By knowing which way a technological system is likely to develop, it is possible

to have tomorrow’s designs today.  Each of these trends or combinations of such can be

applied during the idea generation process to direct the evolution of the system in such a

way as to maximize innovation.

                                              Figure 2-14: S-curve Descriptors
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2.4.3e Su-Field Analysis

Su-Field Analysis is a tool used for modeling problems related to existing systems.  It

works best on well-formulated problems.  Every system has been created to perform a

function, which is the output from an object or substance (S1) caused by another object or

substance (S2) with the help of some means of field (F) [22].  The minimum Su-Field

model thus consists of two substances and one field.  This smallest building block is

shown below in Figure 2-15.

                                Figure 2-15: The Smallest Su-Field Model

Five different connecting lines depict relationships between the elements in the Su-Field

model:

There are four basic models in Su-Field Analysis [11]:

1. Incomplete system (requires completion or a new system)

2. Effective complete system

3. Ineffective complete system (requires improvement)

4. Harmful complete system (requires elimination of the negative effect)
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The problem is modeled as a triangle to illustrate the relationship between the two

substances and the field.  Complex systems can be modeled by multiple, connected Su-

Field triangles.  There are 76 Standard Solutions that have been developed that consider

many different Su-Field model configurations and suggest solution directions.  There are

four steps to making a Su-Field model [11]:

1. Identify the elements (all substances and fields)

2. Construct the model

3. Consider solutions from the 76 Standard Solutions

4. Develop a concept to support the solution

2.4.4 Synectics

Synectics was developed by William Gordon to be an operational theory for the

conscious use of the preconscious psychological mechanisms present in man’s creative

activity, for the purpose of increasing the probability of success in problem solving.  The

increase depends on awareness of the mechanisms that must be worked through to arrive

at solutions of fundamental novelty [19].  Shown below is the Synectics process with a

description of each phase.

1. Problem as Given: Synectics begins with the assumption that the problem has

already been defined.  Problem statements must exist which, if fulfilled, will

successfully solve the problem.

2. Making the Strange Familiar: When faced with strangeness in a problem, the mind

attempts to engorge the strangeness by forcing it into an acceptable pattern or

changing its parameters to make room for the strangeness.  The mind then compares

the strangeness with data previously known and in terms of these data converts the

strangeness into familiarity.  The new viewpoint in turn embodies the potential for a

new basic solution.

3. Problem as Understood: In this phase, bits of the problem are isolated for

examination, and it concludes the digestion of the problem as given.
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4. Operational Mechanisms / Making the Familiar Strange: Analogies are developed

which are relative to the problem as understood.  This phase pushes and pulls the

problem as understood out of its rigid form into a form that can be accessed

conceptually.  The four types of analogy for making the familiar strange are:

•  Personal analogy – Personal identification with the problem on a smaller level

•  Direct analogy – Finding a similar problem in another field

•  Symbolic analogy – Use of objective and impersonal images to describe the

problem

•  Fantasy analogy – Wildest fantasy for solution of the problem

5. Psychological States: The mind’s attitude toward the problem attains the states of

involvement, detachment, deferment, speculation, and commonplaceness.  Thus

exists a psychological climate that is most conducive to creative activity.

6. States Integrated with the Problem: The most pertinent analogy is conceptually

compared with the problem as understood, and a new viewpoint is established.

7. Solution or Research Target: The viewpoint is reduced to practice for the solution

of the problem.

2.4.5  Axiomatic Design

Axiomatic Design was developed by Nam Suh to uncover basic design principles.  The

basic premise of the axiomatic approach to design is that there are basic principles that

govern decision making in design, just as the laws of nature govern the physics and

chemistry of nature [20].  Axiomatic Design consists of two basic axioms, derived from

the generalization of good design practice.  They are:

•  Axiom 1: The Independence Axiom – Maintain the independence of the FRs

•  Axiom 2: The Information Axiom – Minimize the information content

In Axiom 1, FRs is taken to mean Functional Requirements of what is to be designed.

Axiom 1 states that during the design process, as the design progresses from the FRs in
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the functional domain to Design Parameters (DPs) in the physical domain, the mapping

must be such that a perturbation in a particular DP must affect only its referent FR.  This

denotes the ideal situation of one DP for each FR.  A design is considered “coupled” if

there are more FRs than DPs.  Uncoupling can occur by adding a DP to satisfy the extra

FR.

Axiom 2 states that, among all the designs that satisfy the Independence Axiom,

the one with the minimum information content is the best design.  This can be understood

as the complexity of the design.  Thus, the most ideal, uncoupled design is the best one.
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2.5  Concept Selection
In the product development process that has been discussed thus far, the customer needs

have been obtained and solution concepts have been developed.  Thus, the next step is to

choose a concept to move forward with from those that have been developed that will

serve to meet the customer requirements of the identified problem.  This is a step in the

design process where the product development entity must converge on one concept by

narrowing the field; it is an iterative process leading to a single concept upon which

subsequent development activities will be focused [9].  Using a methodology for such a

task is important because structure helps to keep objectivity, focus and team cohesion at a

high level.  There are many different ways that product developers choose concepts, but

there are some dominant concept selection methodologies that exist, and they will be

reviewed.

2.5.1 Pugh Concept Selection

The method for concept evaluation put forth by Pugh is a matrix-based system for

convergence upon a final selection for a solution concept.  Matrices in general are

probably the best way of structuring or representing an evaluation procedure, in that they

give structure and control to the process [16].  The method lists the criteria for selection

on the vertical axis and the concepts are listed on the horizontal axis.  An example of a

Pugh Matrix is shown in Figure 2-28.

                Figure 2-16: Pugh Matrix [16]
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The procedure for sorting out ideas and beginning the Pugh Concept Selection

method is Phase 1, the first run, listed below [16].

1. Ensure that all of the ideas and embryonic solutions are projected solutions to the

same problem have the same requirements and constraints.

2. Depict each solution in sketch form, with the same level of detail for each.

3. Establish a matrix similar to the one in Figure 2-16, which compares the generated

concepts against the criteria for evaluation.

4. Insert the sketches into the matrix, one for each concept so that the design team can

witness the pattern of emergence.

5. Ensure that the comparison of the different concepts is valid.  They must have the

same basis and generic level.

6. Choose the criteria against which the concepts are to be evaluated.  They must be

based upon the product design specifications, and it is essential that they are

unambiguous and understood by all on the design team.

7. Choose a datum with which all other concepts are to be compared.  The first datum

choice should be the concept the group thinks is the “best”.

8. In considering each concept/criteria against the chosen datum, the following legend

should be used:

(+) – means better than, easier than, etc., relative to the datum

(-) – means worse than, more difficult than, etc., relative to the datum

(S) – means same as datum

9. Make a comparison of the concepts using the above nomenclature and insert them

into the matrix. These scores are not absolute and should not be summed

algebraically.  Assess the individual concept scores.  Certain concepts will show

exceptional strengths, some will show weakness.

10. Attempt to modify some of the concepts.  Look at the strong concepts and focus on

some of the negatives.  Is there any way to alter the concept slightly to improve it and

reverse the negative?  Also, look at weak concepts and attack their negatives to see if

they can be improved.  Truly weak concepts should be eliminated.
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11. If a number of strong concepts do not emerge, the criteria may be ambiguous or

incorporate other criteria.

12. If one strong concept persists, rerun the matrix using it as the datum.

Performing this matrix exercise will serve to provide insight into the

requirements, a greater understanding of the design problems and potential solutions, and

interactions of solutions, and will provide natural stimulus to produce other concepts.

Phase 2 of the concept selection process is to develop the strongest concepts that

emerged from Phase 1.  This phase is to take these concepts and engineer them to a

higher design level, adding detail to the technical design.  This usually greatly enhances

the understanding of the situation, leading to a refinement and expansion of the criteria

for evaluation.  Thus, the matrix should be changed to facilitate the enhanced concepts,

and the procedures listed in Phase 1 should be repeated.  This re-evaluation of the

concept ideas should either substantiate the previous pattern established in Phase 1, or re-

order the concepts.  Further phases similar to Phase 2 may be required to obtain

convergence.

It must be kept in mind that the matrix in Pugh Concept Selection does not make

the decisions.  Those on the design team make the decisions, but the given procedure

makes concepts visible in a new light, gives rise to new concepts, and forces the user to

see things from different angles and viewpoints [16].  It is a procedure for controlled

convergence that helps the designer to articulate basic design principles and to

methodically stimulate concept selection.

2.5.2 Eppinger/Ulrich Concept Selection Methodology

Eppinger and Ulrich present a two-stage process that was designed to manage the

complexity of evaluating many solution concepts.  The two stages are named concept

screening and concept scoring.  Screening is a quick, approximate evaluation aimed at

producing a few viable alternatives.  Scoring is a more careful analysis of these relatively

few concepts in order to choose the single concept most likely to lead product success

[9].  Both stages follow a common, six-step process that leads the team through concept

selection.  The steps are [9]:
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1. Prepare the selection matrix

2. Rate the concepts

3. Rank the concepts

4. Combine and improve the concepts

5. Select one or more concepts

6. Reflect on the results and the process

The concept screening phase is meant to narrow the number of concepts and

improve the ones that remain.  Similar to Pugh Concept Selection, concept screening

consists of a matrix format by which solution concepts and design criteria are listed.

Also, a reference concept is chosen to be the benchmark against which all other concepts

are rated.  The inputs to the matrix are then entered.  The selection criteria, which have

been chosen by the design entity and were derived during the customer requirements

phase of the project, are listed along the left side of the screening matrix.  These criteria

should have a high level of abstraction and should be important ones, so as to better

provide distinction between the concepts.  The concepts are listed along the top of the

matrix.  Eppinger and Ulrich suggest using graphical or textual labels to accompany the

concepts, in a manner similar to the Pugh matrix.

The next step is to rate the concepts.  Using a relative scoring system of “better

than” (+), “worse than” (-), or “same as” (0) to place in each cell of the matrix depending

on the comparison of each concept to the reference concept, a course relative rating can

be established.

To rank the concepts, the better than, same as, and worse than scores for each

concept are tallied.  When the summation is completed, the concepts can easily be rank-

ordered.  In many cases at this point one or two criteria can be seen to differentiate the

concepts.

The next step is to combine and improve concepts.  Eppinger and Ulrich state that

two main issues to consider are:
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•  Is there a generally good concept that is degraded by one bad feature?  Can a

minor modification improve the overall concept while still preserving a

distinction from the other concepts?

•  Are there two concepts which can be combined to preserve the “better than”

qualities while annulling the “worse than” qualities?

If the screening matrix has provided understanding of the concepts and their

merits relative to each other, then it is time to select concepts for further development and

refinement.  The number of concepts chosen is variable and to the discretion of the design

entity.  If such a clear understanding is not present among the team, another iteration of

the screening phase may be needed.

It is important at the close of the screening phase that the entire team is

comfortable with the outcome.  It needs to be made certain that all criteria were

considered and that the ratings were accurate.  An assessment of the feelings of the entire

team about these issues will provide a more solid commitment to the next phase of the

concept selection process.

With a number of solution concepts that made it past the concept screening phase,

it is now time to better differentiate among them.  In this stage, the team weighs the

relative importance of the selection criteria and performs a refined comparison.  To

prepare the matrix used in concept scoring, another reference concept is first chosen.  The

concepts, which have been refined somewhat since concept screening, are listed along the

top of the matrix, and more detail about each concept may be added as well.  Also, more

detail may be added to the design criteria, which are listed on the left of the matrix.  Each

criterion must then be assigned a weight.

When the concepts are to be rated, a finer scale is used because of the increased

level of detail and the increased need to distinguish between concepts.  Eppinger and

Ulrich suggest a 1 to 5 scale, with 1 representing “much better” and 5 representing “much

worse”.

Multiplying the raw scores ranks the concepts by the criteria weights.  The total

score for each concept is the sum of the weighted scores.  Each concept is given its rank

in this fashion.
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The team should now look for opportunities to change or combine concepts to

improve them, as in concept screening.  Strengths and weaknesses of the concepts may

show themselves during the selection process, and the team should make full use of this.

It is now time to select a concept.  The team may very well simply choose the

highest ranking concept, but it must be remembered that the weights and ratings can have

a large effect on the ranking, and some fine tuning of these may be in order.  In any case,

the method of selection and the final chosen concept should be a team decision of the

concept that will lead to a successful solution or resolution of the problem.
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2.6  Summary
This review has addressed three stages of the conceptual portion of the design process,

problem identification, idea generation, and concept selection.  It has been shown that

current rapid prototyping technology has accelerated the design process for those steps

after the concept selection phase.  However, the review of the conceptual front end of the

design process has shown that a similar acceleration does not exist.  Therefore, a very

large and important part of the design process is slow, costly, and inefficient relative to

the portion of the design process that comes after a concept has been chosen.  There

exists a need to move the conceptual stages of the design process under the umbrella of

what is considered “rapid prototyping”.  By critically examining the various

methodologies for problem identification, idea generation, and concept selection that

have been reviewed here, they can be integrated and combined to create a new set of

questions that can streamline and accelerate the conceptual front end of the design

process.  This will provide a systematic approach to accelerate the development of

innovative designs that could ultimately redefine rapid prototyping to include the entirety

of the design process.
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3. Problem Identification in Rapid Prototyping

3.1  Introduction
In order to move the traditional front end of the design process into what is considered

rapid prototyping, it must be streamlined and methodical so that it can be accomplished

relatively quickly.  However, and perhaps more importantly, it must deliver all, if not

more, of what the current methods do.  For if a product development entity cannot obtain

a meaningful set of customer requirements and hence does not acquire the correct

problem to solve, then accelerating the process is worthless.  It is for this reason that

many aspects and facets of current problem definition methodologies have been reviewed

in Chapter 2.  For there are two primary benefits to formulating a systematic approach for

the acceleration of the process of obtaining customer requirements and defining the

problem in this fashion.  One is that it will be inclusive of the important aspects of the

major methodologies.  The other is that the process will be condensed and efficient.

Therefore, when a product development entity follows the resulting set of questions and

procedures for faster results, it does not have to worry about leaving something out;

rather, it can quickly obtain what is important to defining the problem in a way that is

inclusive of current competing methodologies.
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3.2  Theory Development Methodology
This section will outline the methodology that has been developed to organize and

consolidate the methodologies in Chapter 2, and it will be applied in this chapter as well

as the following two.  From the review of the various problem definition methodologies,

the appropriate deliverables for this stage of the design process can be obtained.  That is,

similar to the concept of the Ideal Final Result (see Section 2.5.3b), if what is needed is

stated, then it is easier to work toward providing only what is needed in the most efficient

and innovative way possible.  After identifying the IFR for each of the three segments of

the design process, the next step is to work backwards and identify what is needed to

accomplish the IFR.  As shown in Figure 3-1, this pattern continues until the beginning is

reached; the “beginning” for each section of the design process that this method is

applied to will be different.  When this is accomplished, there is a set of steps that

represent all that is needed to get to the IFR of the design step.  It contains minimum (or

not any) steps that are not needed, for the method starts at the IFR.

Figure 3-1: Theory Development Model
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In order to then structure a concise set of questions that fulfill the needs of each

step, the various methodologies that have been researched and documented are listed.  As

shown in Figure 3-1, the methodologies that have information relevant to a particular step

are noted.  Some may provide information for just one of the steps, some for more than

one, or some may not contribute at all.  In the case of one methodology matching one

step, the methodology will be the primary driver for that step, and the information

provided will be refined to satisfy the needs of that step.  In the likely event that a step

will be provided with relevant information from one or more methodologies, the

information should be combined, filtered, edited, and synergized into a succinct set of

questions that will provide maximum benefit.

3.3 Application of Theory Development Model to Problem Identification
3.3.1 IFR Formulation

To begin the process of developing a rapid prototyping methodology for problem

identification, the Ideal Final Result (IFR) for that portion of the product development

process must be determined.  In order to successfully generate concepts to solve the

problem, each and every facet of the problem (the correct problem) must be identified.

Thus, what is needed at the end of the problem identification section is a list of

everything the product to be developed requires.  Each of these must be clear and

prominent enough to be fully considered during idea generation.  Some of these items

will require a value, and this must accompany the item.  Therefore the IFR can be stated

as such:

To have a list of all product requirements, each being unique, concise, clearly defined,

having an importance measure, and if applicable, having an associated metric value.

3.3.2 “Steps to Achieve the IFR” Formulation

The next step is to consider the IFR and generate the step that should come before it, that

when completed, would result in the attainment of the IFR.  To have such a list of

product requirements, a list of problem statements is needed.  These problem statements

will provide the basis for forming product requirements, for the requirements must fulfill
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the needs of the statements.  The problem statements can come from many areas, but

these seem to consolidate to two main sources – needs specified by the customer and

problem(s) specified by the customer.  In either case, the correct problem statement (the

root problem) must be identified, however, based on the nature of the directive of the

customer, the method of obtaining the problem statement(s) will vary.  Thus, the current

status of model development is shown in Figure 3-2.

Fig. 3-2: Status of Development Model

Now, having seen that there are two forms in which the customer can specify

information to the product development entity, it is crucial to realize that both must be

elicited from the customer.  Therefore, the final stage of contact with the customer is the

next logical step back in the model.  This step would involve formulating the raw data

obtained from the customer and expressing in terms of needs and problems that the

customer perceives.  To get to that point, however, the product development entity must

spend time with the customer and elicit the raw data in a manner that will obtain the

maximum amount of accurate, unbiased information.  Thus, the step before that must be

to decide who the customer is, after the initial contact, allowing contact to be made with

whomever the product development entity deems relevant to providing information.

Thus, the “Steps to Achieve IFR” part of the Theory Development Model for

Problem Identification is complete, and it is shown below in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3: “Steps to Achieve IFR” for Problem Identification

3.3.3 Application of Reviewed Methods

The next step in formulating the Problem Identification for Rapid Prototyping

methodology is to review the methods examined in Chapter 2 for their applicability to

fulfilling the “Steps to Achieve IFR”, in accordance with the Theory Development

Model.  Thus, each step will be considered independently.

3.3.3a Step 1: Initial Contact / Definition of Customer

When the customer approaches a product development entity, it is very unlikely that this

customer is a representative of all who will be affected by the product attributes.  There

are many groups that surround the problem and its solution that must be considered when

defining the scope of the development effort.  It is also quite unlikely that each of these

groups will have similar visions of what the product attributes (solution to the problem)

will be.  Shown in Figure 3-4 is a visual example of the kinds of differences that can

arise.
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                Figure 3-4: Different Visions of Product Attributes [18]

It follows that these differing visions should be included in the raw data gathering

process.  The CI Process establishes the term “relevant stakeholders” as those who will

be affected by the attributes of the product, and examples are given of such groups are

Purchasing Decisionmaker, Regulatory Agency, End User, New-equipment Business, and

Service Business.  It is important to realize that every situation is unique and a set of

relevant stakeholders must be developed for each one.  The CI process also adds a

weighting system to the list of relevant stakeholders (see Figure 2-18), for some groups

naturally should have more influence into the product attributes via contribution of raw

data.  This weighting system should be established by the product development entity for

each situation as well.  One group that should be given special attention is defined by

Eppinger and Ulrich as “lead users”, as discussed in Section 2.3.1b as the class of
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customers (end users) who experience needs months or years ahead of the majority of the

marketplace and can articulate emerging needs more effectively.

3.3.3b Step 2: Elicit Raw Data From Customer

Two of the methods reviewed in Chapter 2 contain portions that deal with eliciting raw

data from the diverse group that the product development entity has defined as the

customer.  These are the TRIZ and the Eppinger/Ulrich methods.  TRIZ provides a

systematic method of gathering information called the Innovative Situation Questionnaire

(Section 2.3.2a).  The ISQ has six distinct sections, and the first four are applicable to

gathering raw data (the other two delve into problem formulation).  The four headings for

those sections are:

•  Information about the system you would like to improve/create and its environment

•  Available resources

•  Information about the problem situation

•  Changing the system

However, the ISQ should not be simply followed without deviation.  Listed in Section

2.3.1b is information that Eppinger and Ulrich give for effective interaction with

customers, and these hints should be used while going through the first four sections of

the ISQ with the customer.

3.3.3c Step 3: Convert Raw Data to Needs and Problems

This step consists mainly of taking the information that the customer has provided and

formulating it into a structured set of needs and problems that the customer perceives.

While this does not necessarily identify the correct problem to solve (that comes in Steps

4 and 5), it does in fact completely listen to the voice of the customer.  The inherent

systematic nature of the ISQ may yield information that is in a form close to what is

needed from this step, especially for existing problems.  However, chances are it needs

more refinement for clarity beyond this step, especially for a needed product.  The

Eppinger/Ulrich methodology provides a simple, common-sense way to deal with the raw
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data (Section 2.3.1c).  It simply suggests taking the documentation from the customer

interaction and analyzing it to interpret implied needs, applying a hierarchy to those

needs, and establishing their relative importance.  Also, for the purposes of applying

different actions upon needs and problems in Step 4, they need to be in separate

categories.  An articulate list of perceived product needs and a coherent list of perceived

problems should be formulated, according to the interpretation of the voice of the

customer by the product development entity.

3.3.3d Step 4a: Convert Needs into Problem Statements

This is where the methodology branches to better deal with different types of customer

data.  In this step, the data is in the form of perceived needs, most likely for a new

product or modification of an existing one, which has been derived from the raw data.

Quality Function Deployment (QFD), especially the House of Quality, is an excellent

tool for converting customer needs into required product characteristics (see Section

2.3.3).  The Collaborative Innovation (CI) Process contains a method called “Simplified

QFD”, which helps to understand the relationship between customer needs and ways of

satisfying those needs (product attributes).  However, that is its only deliverable.  The

deliverables for the House of Quality not only include product attributes, but also

technical requirements and target measures, market needs, and a competitive analysis.

While the purpose of this methodology is to streamline the product development process,

this is one of the instances where streamlining cannot override the importance of what the

House of Quality yields.  Therefore, the House of Quality portion of the QFD process

will serve as the method of converting needs into problem statements and assigning

importance measures to them.

3.3.3e Step 4b: Convert Problems into Problem Statements

In this step, the data is in the form of perceived problems; that is, the perceived problem

may not be the correct problem, and this step is where that distinction is addressed.  The

problems are most likely concerning an existing product or conceptual design.  The

Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ) presents some quite useful methodology for

converting problems into problem statements, while also isolating the correct problem.
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Problem formulation and problem statement development (Sections 2.3.2b and 2.3.2c)

allow for transformation of the problem list from the customer to a set of consolidated

problem statements that will prompt accurate idea generation.

3.3.3f Step 5: Problem Statements

At this point, the problem statements for either perceived needs or perceived problems

have been resolved into problem statements, depending upon which route the process

followed.  Usually, only one route will be followed, and if that is the case, then the

hierarchy of needs or problems in Step 3 can be applied here based upon which need each

problem statement addresses.  In the instance that one situation required both routes,

work must be performed here that yields a list of problem statements that have a measure

of relative importance.

Also important for this step is the assignment of metrics to problem statements,

where applicable.  As stated in Section 2.3.1g, the best way to generate the list of metrics

is to contemplate each problem statement in turn and consider what precise, measurable

characteristic of the product will reflect the degree to which the product satisfies that

statement.

3.3.3g Step 6: IFR - Product Requirements

This is the final step, the one where the IFR for the Problem Identification portion of the

design process should be realized.  If the previous steps have been followed, then at this

point the problem statements are listed, have a hierarchy, an importance measure, and a

metric value (if applicable).  The problem statements should be worded so as to be able to

prompt correct idea generation and conveyance of how that requirement should interface

with the product being developed, whether it is a new product to the market or the

solution of a problem.  The resulting list will well-prepare the product development entity

for the idea generation stage.
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3.4  Conclusion
This chapter has shown the development steps and formulation process for a new

methodology that consolidates parts of many problem identification methodologies into

one, for the purpose of adding to what is known as “rapid prototyping”.  This new

method is streamlined, methodical, and inclusive of all needed steps.  The IFR for

problem identification has been obtained in the simplest way possible because only what

is needed to accomplish all facets of the IFR is present.  Many methodologies were

considered in Chapter 2, and the list of problem identification strategies is certainly not

comprehensive.  However, the list is very diverse and contains many major competing

methods, and many other methods that were not included were redundant.  This new

method can dramatically aid teams attempting to quickly move through the problem

identification stage, while providing complete coverage of all needed steps, eliminating

unneeded information, and filtering useful parts of some methods from the not-so-useful

parts of the same methods.  The product development entity will leave this stage with all

information necessary to enter the next step in the design process, idea generation.
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4. Idea Generation in Rapid Prototyping

4.1  Introduction
As previously stated in Chapter 3, to move the traditional front end of the design process

into what is considered rapid prototyping, it must be streamlined and methodical so that it

can be accomplished relatively quickly.  However, and perhaps more importantly, it must

deliver all, if not more, of what the current methods do.  For, as seen in the theory

development for Problem Identification, if a product development entity cannot develop a

set of ideas to fulfill the stated product requirements, then accelerating the process is

worthless.  It is for this reason that many aspects and facets of current idea generation

methodologies have been reviewed in Chapter 2.  The same two primary benefits to

formulating a systematic approach for the acceleration of this step of the process of

generating solution ideas exist.  One is that it will be inclusive of the important aspects of

the major methodologies.  The other is that the process will be condensed and efficient.

Therefore, when a product development entity follows the resulting set of questions and

procedures for faster results in developing ideas, it does not have to worry about leaving

an important step out; rather, it can quickly obtain what is important to idea generation in

a way that is inclusive of current competing methodologies.
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4.2  Theory Development Methodology
The model that was developed for use in formulating a theory for streamlining a

particular step of the design process that was used in Chapter 3 will again be used in a

similar fashion for Idea Generation.  From the review of the various idea generation

methodologies, the appropriate deliverables for this stage of the design process can be

obtained.  After identifying the IFR for the particular step of the design process, the next

step is to work backwards and identify what is needed to accomplish the IFR.  As shown

in Figure 4-1, this pattern continues until the beginning is reached; the “beginning” for

each section of the design process that this method is applied to will be different.  When

this is accomplished, there is a set of steps that represent all that is needed to get to the

IFR of the design step.  It contains minimum (or not any) steps that are not needed, for

the method starts at the IFR.

Figure 4-1: Theory Development Model
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4.3 Application of Theory Development Model to Idea Generation
4.3.1 IFR Formulation

To begin the process of developing a rapid prototyping methodology for idea generation,

the Ideal Final Result (IFR) for that portion of the product development process must be

determined.  The idea generation stage is where all possible concepts for fulfilling the

requests of the customer, meeting the problem statements, and solving problems must be

developed.  Therefore the IFR can be stated as such:

A coherent, refined list of innovative solution concepts each of whose parameters fulfill

the entirety of the existing problem statements.

4.3.2 “Steps to Achieve the IFR” Formulation

The next step is to consider the IFR and generate the step that should come before it, that

when completed, would result in the attainment of the IFR.  To have such a list of

solution concepts, a refinement must take place.  This refinement would simply be a final

reduction in the number of listed concepts based upon likelihood of implementation, as

well as a review of the remaining concepts for additional improvements.  The step that

should come before refinement would be to ensure that all listed solution concepts meet

the requirements of the problem statements.  Any concept that does not satisfy this

requirement should be eliminated.  Before this, however, the actual generation of

concepts must occur.  But instead of just looking at the problem statements and forming

ideas, there needs to be a substantial work on narrowing the scope of the idea generation

for the purpose of an innovative focus.  It will be more efficient to approach the ranges

where innovative concepts lie before idea generation than to include all of the non-

innovative or substandard solution concepts.  To do this effectively, however, more

information must be gathered about each problem statements, in order to maximize

innovation for each one.  Thus, the “Steps to Achieve IFR” part of the Theory

Development Model for Idea Generation is complete, and it is shown below in Figure 4-

2.
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Figure 4-2: “Steps to Achieve IFR” for Idea Generation

4.3.3 Application of Reviewed Methods

The next step in formulating the Idea Generation for Rapid Prototyping methodology is

to review the methods examined in Chapter 2 for their applicability to fulfilling the

“Steps to Achieve IFR”, in accordance with the Theory Development Model.  Thus, each

step will be considered independently.

4.3.3a Step 1: Gather Information on Problem Statements

Each problem statement is a representation of some aspect of the product or problem that

requires innovative solution concepts for advancement.  Each one, by design, is unique

and independent.  Therefore, it is necessary to perform background work on not just the

problem as a whole, but on each problem statement.  It is important to know the history

of the parameters surrounding each statement.  The last question of the ISQ (No. 6,

Section 2.3.2a) that was not used in Chapter 3 is a good starting point.  It prompts the

product development entity for the history of attempted solutions.  These questions may

be applied to the whole of the problem, but as said before, it would most likely be very

beneficial to apply these questions to each problem statement.
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4.3.3b Step 2: Narrow the Scope for Innovation

In this stage, the goal is to apply methods that will lead the user into a direction where it

is likely that more innovative solution concepts will be generated.  The first step in

spawning innovative concepts is to suppress the effects of psychological inertia.  As

stated more thoroughly in Section 2.5.3a, psychological inertia is an often-unseen entity

that guides problem solvers to stay within boundaries they have always known, which

severely limits innovative ability.  Two methodologies were considered in Chapter 2 that

offer ways to avoid psychological inertia broaden the range from which innovation can

come, and narrow the scope.  They are Synectics and TRIZ.

Synectics theory, reviewed in Section 2.5.4, lists several procedures to go through

to force the product development entity to think unconventionally and narrow the scope

in the proper place to maximize innovation.  However, Synectics is very similar to TRIZ

methodology in many ways, and TRIZ does a much better job of providing in-depth

procedures for expanding, then narrowing, scope.  Therefore, the aspects of TRIZ that are

applicable here will be used in the new methodology, and the similarities with Synectics

will be noted.

The first step that should be taken to avoid psychological inertia and direct the

idea generation into the most productive direction is to state the Ideal Final Result (IFR),

as explained in Section 2.5.3b.  This will provide a vision of the perfect scenario from

which to work backwards to attain the most innovative solution, as also provided by

Fantasy Analogy from Step 4 of Synectics.  From there, the product development entity

should apply Contradiction Analysis to the problem (Section 2.5.3c).  By structuring the

problem as such, the extensive research that has been performed to allow utilization of

the 39 Parameters, the 40 Inventive Principles, and the Separation principles can be

applied to the problem.  By doing this, the product development entity has before it a

direction that has been taken before for similar problems on the general level (see Figure

2-24).  The scope therefore has been shifted to another direction and the focus narrowed

to the appropriate area.  This procedure is very similar to the steps in Synectics: Making

the Strange Familiar, Operational Mechanisms/Making the Familiar Strange, and States

Integrated with the Problem. There is another method in TRIZ that can be very helpful in

structuring the problem in such a way as to generalize it and use a list of standard
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solutions.  That method is Su-Field Analysis, as explained in Section 2.5.3e.  There are

many different configurations that are possible by re-formulating the problem into

substance and field relations, and they correspond to 76 Standard Solutions that have

been developed by TRIZ practitioners.

The concept of narrowing the scope for innovation can also be represented

visually, and is done so in Figure 4-3.

4.3.3c Step 3: Generate Solution Concepts

At this stage, the focus has been narrowed in a direction likely to produce the most

innovative solution concepts.  Now, those concepts must be generated.  However, before

diving into this, there needs to be some more focus in appropriate directions and an

organized approach.  TRIZ, through years of patent research, contains eight Patterns of

Evolution (Section 2.5.3d) that can provide excellent focus when developing solution

concepts.  So, each pattern should be considered one at a time and concepts generated for

each.  Within this, however, the focus developed in the previous section should be used

also.  So, while considering each pattern, the Principles derived from Contradiction

Analysis and the Standard Solutions that come from Su-Field Analysis should be

considered to aid in innovation.

For the actual generation of concepts, it should be noted that much of the work

that has been done pre-empts work that would traditionally be performed weeding out

bad or non-innovative ideas resulting from psychological inertia or lack of correct focus.

There are several tools for coming up with ideas.  One of the most basic techniques is

brainstorming (Section 2.5.1).  It will be used here to generate solution concepts, but it

has indirectly been modified by the prior work.  Instead of just an unstructured free

association of ideas, it will be performed within the focus that has already been applied.

During brainstorming, lists of all possible solutions are generated and listed.  Proper

techniques and things to avoid can also be found in Section 2.5.1.  When productivity

drops off, the techniques of Osborn’s Checklist, Random Stimulation, Other People’s

Views, and Futuring should be used to stimulate more ideas (Section 2.5.1a-d).  This

process should be repeated for each Pattern of Evolution, and then in a general sense to

allow for innovative ideas that may come from elsewhere.
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It is also important to note the implications of the Axiomatic approach (Section

2.5.5) for the generation of concepts.  The first axiom, The Independence Axiom, states

that the independence of the FRs (functional requirements, known as problem statements

in this developing method) should be maintained.  That is, the problem statements and the

design parameters of the solution concepts are related in such a way that a specific

parameter can be adjusted to satisfy its corresponding FR without affecting other

functional requirements (decoupled).  However, this concept is very similar to TRIZ

Contradiction Analysis. Overcoming contradictions means the removal of functional

coupling in Axiomatic Design [21].  Therefore, the basic function of this portion of

Axiomatic Design has already been stated, but it is beneficial to keep this concept in

mind in the Axiomatic context.

4.3.3d Step 4: Ensure Concepts Fulfill Problem Statements

For this step, the purpose is to eliminate the ideas that do not fully conform to the

customer requirements, as expressed through the problem statements.  Each concept

should be compared with each problem statement, and if the concept is not able to fulfill

even one problem statement, even in the smallest degree, it should be set aside.  They

should not simply be disregarded, because secondary problems should not eliminate a

good design.  More analysis and brainstorming should take place upon each one of these

ideas that have been set aside, if not performing Step 3 over again upon them.  Only then

should concepts be completely eliminated from the list.  The remainder should continue

to the next step.

4.3.3e Step 5: Refinement

At this point there is a list of well-defined solution concepts.  However, it is necessary to

review all of the ideas and consider eliminating those that do not have a large chance of

being implemented.  This is largely the decision of the product development entity; it

may wish for all ideas to enter the concept selection stage, but that next stage could be

made simpler if concepts that were obviously technologically infeasible or impossible

were eliminated.
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For those that remain, or if none are eliminated, each concept should be refined in

the sense that some improvement should be attempted for each.  A review of the concepts

can ultimately lead to more innovative product development or problem solving.

4.3.3f Step 6: IFR - Final List of Solution Concepts

This is the final step, the one where the IFR for the Idea Generation portion of the design

process should be realized.  If the previous steps have been followed, then at this point

there should be a diverse list of refined, unique, and innovative concepts that individually

fulfill the problem statements (even minimally).  This list should be coherent and clear to

provide quick application for the next stage.
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4.4  Conclusion
This chapter has shown the development steps and formulation process for a new

methodology that consolidates parts of many idea generation methodologies into one, for

the purpose of adding to what is known as “rapid prototyping”.  This new method is

streamlined, methodical, and inclusive of all needed steps.  The IFR for idea generation

has been obtained in the simplest way possible because only what is needed to

accomplish all facets of the IFR is present.  Many methodologies were considered in

Chapter 2, and the list of idea generation strategies is certainly not comprehensive.

However, the list is very diverse and contains many major competing methods, and many

other methods that were not included were redundant.  This new method can dramatically

aid teams attempting to quickly move through the idea generation stage, while providing

complete coverage of all needed steps, eliminating unneeded information, and filtering

useful parts of some methods from the not-so-useful parts of the same methods.  The

product development entity will leave this stage with all information necessary to enter

the next step in the design process, concept selection.
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5. Concept Selection in Rapid Prototyping

5.1  Introduction
As previously stated in Chapters 3 and 4, to move the traditional front end of the design

process into what is considered rapid prototyping, it must be streamlined and methodical

so that it can be accomplished relatively quickly.  However, and perhaps more

importantly, it must deliver all, if not more, of what the current methods do.  For, as seen

in the theory development for Problem Identification and Idea Generation, if a product

development entity cannot select an appropriate innovative concept to fulfill the stated

product requirements from the given list, then accelerating the process is worthless.  It is

for this reason that the major current idea generation methodologies have been reviewed

in Chapter 2.  The same two primary benefits to formulating a systematic approach for

the acceleration of this step of the process of generating solution ideas exist.  One is that

it will be inclusive of the important aspects of the major methodologies.  The other is that

the process will be condensed and efficient.  However, for Concept Selection there are

not many unique methods that exist as there were for Problem Identification and Idea

Generation.  So, some of the steps will be fulfilled by new methods, developed on a

custom basis as needed, especially with a new focus on rapidity and innovation.

Therefore, when a product development entity follows the resulting set of questions and

procedures for faster results in choosing an idea to implement, it can do so in the

knowledge that it is using the important parts of the major concept selection

methodologies without leaving any important steps out, while having an innovative

focus.
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5.2  Theory Development Methodology
The model that was developed for use in formulating a theory for streamlining a

particular step of the design process that was used in Chapters 3 and 4 will again be used

in a similar fashion for Concept Selection.  From the review of the existing

methodologies, the appropriate deliverables for this stage of the design process can be

obtained.  After identifying the IFR for the particular step of the design process, the next

step is to work backwards and identify what is needed to accomplish the IFR.  As shown

in Figure 5-1, this pattern continues until the beginning is reached; the “beginning” for

each section of the design process that this method is applied to will be different.  When

this is accomplished, there is a set of steps that represent all that is needed to get to the

IFR of the design step.  It contains minimum (or not any) steps that are not needed, for

the method starts at the IFR.

Figure 5-1: Theory Development Model
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5.3 Application of Theory Development Model to Concept Selection
5.3.1 IFR Formulation

To begin the process of developing a rapid prototyping methodology for concept

selection, the Ideal Final Result (IFR) for that portion of the product development process

must be determined.  The concept selection stage is where each idea that was conceived

in the idea generation stage is considered relative to the others, and one is chosen for

implementation.  Therefore the IFR can be stated as such:

One concept has been chosen that fulfills each problem statement and maximizes Ideality,

in a manner exceeding the others.  This concept is innovative and unique in nature, and is

feasible for implementation, development, or manufacture.

5.3.2 “Steps to Achieve the IFR” Formulation

The next step is to consider the IFR and generate the step that should come before it, that

when completed, would result in the attainment of the IFR from a starting point of the list

of generated concepts.  To accomplish the IFR, a concept must ultimately be chosen.  It

should be chosen by the product development entity based upon whether it meets all

criteria and whether it can result in a successful product.  To get to that point, however, a

small list of concepts should be ranked using strict criteria to facilitate selection.  To have

the small list, however, the original list of concepts should be pared down using broad,

course comparisons.  Before this, however, it must be made certain that the concepts are

unique so that accurate comparisons can take place.  Thus, the “Steps to Achieve IFR”

part of the Theory Development Model for Idea Generation is complete, and it is shown

below in Figure 5-2.

Figure 5-2: “Steps to Achieve IFR” for Concept Selection
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5.3.3 Application of Reviewed Methods

The next step in formulating the Concept Selection for Rapid Prototyping methodology is

to review the methods examined in Chapter 2 for their applicability to fulfilling the

“Steps to Achieve IFR”, in accordance with the Theory Development Model.  Thus, each

step will be considered independently.

5.3.3a Step 1: Ensure Concepts Are Unique

Before delving into the process of choosing a concept, it must be ensured that each

concept is unique.  While each is different, some may be similar enough to combine into

one or to keep one and discard another.  A review of all the concepts in this manner by

the product development entity will deliver a list of concepts that are distinct enough to

perform detailed comparisons.

4.3.3b Step 2: Reduce Number of Concepts with Broad Criteria

The purpose of this step is to narrow the number of concepts quickly in the interest of

having a short list of very strong candidates for selection.  Pugh Concept Selection is one

methodology that offers a way to do this (Section 2.6.1).  It is a matrix-based selection

method, where the concepts are listed on the horizontal axis and selection criteria on the

vertical axis.  Using this matrix, the concepts are rated and ranked, then opportunity is

given to combine and improve the concepts.  Then, a set of the strongest concepts is

chosen for advancement.

There is a major modification that is to be made, however.  The Pugh method is

somewhat vague in specifying what is to be included in the selection criteria.  The only

directive is that the criteria should be based upon the detailed requirements of the product

specifications [16].  However, these only deal with things that must be designed into the

product.  A much more effective measure of the concepts is Ideality, a TRIZ concept that

helps stimulate the evolution of technical systems toward a state in which the Primary

Useful Function of the system will be accomplished without the existence of the technical

system itself (Section 2.5.3b).  Moreover, it not only considers the benefits of the design,

but also the harms.  The concept of Ideality can be mathematically expressed as:

Ideality = Useful Functions / (Harmful Functions / Cost)
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Since the concept of the Ideal Final Result has existed, it has been used to

evaluate solutions, but the evaluation has been of a largely intuitive nature.  Thus, a

method has been developed for concept selection based on the incorporation of the

Ideality Equation into Pugh Concept Analysis.  The three main components of the

Ideality Equation have been incorporated into the generic Pugh matrix as the selection

criteria.  The Useful Functions selection criteria will include the Primary Useful Function

that the solution concepts are attempting to fulfill, as well as Secondary Useful Functions

that are also goals of the design.  These will most likely all come from the problem

statements that have already been defined.  Most problem statements will be grouped

under Useful Functions, but some problem statements may state a desire not to have

some detracting characteristic.  Those could fall under Harmful Functions or Cost, and

should be placed accordingly.  For Harmful Functions, the criteria will include aspects of

the concepts that can undermine the ideality of the design.  There are many different

kinds of possible harmful functions, depending upon the situation.  For Cost, the criteria

will include various financial detriments that can be associated with the concepts.  Listed

below in Table 6-1 are the items that should be placed in the selection criteria.  Not every

one of the items may apply to a particular situation, and there are many other items,

especially under Harmful Functions, which could be formulated due to the variation

within different problem situations.

Useful Functions Harmful Functions Cost

Primary Useful Function Adverse effects on UF's Raw materials
Secondary Useful Functions Waste Detailed design cost
Utilization of Resources Effect on environment Prototyping costs

Energy consumption Manufacturing costs
Noise Manpower
Injury Overhead
Space utilization
Complexity
Application-specific functions

Table 6-1 Ideality-Based Selection Criteria
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A representation of what an Ideality-based Concept Selection matrix would look

like is shown below in Figure 6-13.  As a true representation of correct application of this

matrix, it shows how the criteria within Useful Functions, Harmful Functions, and Cost

are inserted based upon importance to the issue at hand.  It is very important to recognize

that for the Useful Functions, the symbols in the matrix have identical meaning to those

of a normal Pugh matrix.  For the detracting functions (Harmful Functions and Cost),

however, the symbols mean the opposite.  For example, a “+” would mean that the

concept does better than the datum concept in not providing that harmful function or cost.

      Figure 5-3: Ideality-based Concept Selection Matrix
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The above matrix accomplishes this step of the methodology by providing a way

to quickly reduce the number of concepts.  The results give a clear indication of which

concepts are not desirable for further consideration by lack of Ideality. The next step is to

combine and improve concepts.  Eppinger and Ulrich state that two main issues to

consider are:

•  Is there a generally good concept that is degraded by one bad feature?  Can a minor

modification improve the overall concept while still preserving a distinction from the

other concepts?

•  Are there two concepts which can be combined to preserve the “better than” qualities

while annulling the “worse than” qualities?

The number of concepts chosen is variable and is to the discretion of the design

entity.  It should be based upon the results of the matrix and the attempts to combine or

improve concepts.  The concepts that remain, therefore, will be the ones closest to

Ideality and in competition to be the most ideal concept to solve the problem.

The possibility is substantial that there may not be a great number of ideas

generated.  If this is the case, this step may be omitted and the selection may begin with

strict criteria.

4.3.3c Step 3: Rank Concepts with Strict Criteria

At this stage, the concepts have been narrowed to a smaller list, each with excellent

potential for implementation because of their proximity to the Ideal Final Result.  It is at

this point that the comparison must become stringent and the resolution increased.

The same Ideality-based Concept Selection matrix will be used to provide greater

discrimination between the concepts by assigning weights to the criteria.  This way, the

criteria that are more important in the eyes of the customer will have a greater influence

in the scoring of the concepts.  The pre-determined importance measures for the problem

statements should be used to provide the weights where they are used as criteria.  For the

other criteria, weights should be assigned by the product development entity on the same

scale used by the problem statement importance measures.  The comparison method is
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similar to the Rating/Weighing Method used by Pugh as an adjunct to the normal matrix

[16].  Instead of symbols for better/worse, the ratings will be numerical on a chosen scale.

Similar to before, where high numbers reflect a concept performing well in terms of the

Useful Functions, high numbers reflect a concept not generating the harmful functions.

Shown in Figure 6-14 is a representation of the Weighted Ideality-based Concept

Selection Matrix.

      Figure 5-4: Weighted Ideality-Based Concept Selection Matrix

4.3.3d Step 4: Select Concept

At this point in the process, there is a ranking of the concepts that remain.  The decision

ultimately rests with the product development entity about which concept to choose for

implementation.  Many factors have gone into this ranking, and some fine-tuning of the

weighting may be an option if so chosen, since it has a dramatic effect upon the rankings.
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The product development entity therefore should use this ranking as guidance in choosing

a concept, but the selection does not necessarily have to be the one with the highest score.

4.3.3e Step 5: IFR - One Concept

As stated by the IFR, the final concept should be innovative, unique, should have a high

degree of Ideality, and should satisfy each problem statement.  The above-mentioned

process includes steps to ensure that the final concept does just that.  The chosen concept

should be well suited for successful implementation.
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5.4  Conclusion
This chapter has shown the development steps and formulation process for a new

methodology that utilizes the best methods that exist for concept selection, for the

purpose of adding to what is known as “rapid prototyping”.  This new method is concise,

methodical, and inclusive of all needed steps.  The IFR for concept selection has been

obtained in the simplest way possible because only what is needed to accomplish all

facets of the IFR is present.  Relatively few methodologies were considered in Chapter 2,

for not many such methods were found to exist.  Thus, because the “Steps to Achieve the

IFR” was developed independently, some steps and parts of all steps were not filled by

existing methods.  A new method for comparing concepts was developed that

incorporates the concept of Ideality into the selection criteria in the Pugh Concept

Selection matrix.  This new, complete method can dramatically aid teams attempting to

quickly move through the concept selection stage, while providing complete coverage of

all needed steps, eliminating unneeded information, filtering useful parts of some

methods from the not-so-useful parts of the same methods, and moving toward Ideality.

The product development entity will leave this stage having rapidly completed the front

end of the product development process with all information necessary and one final

concept with which to apply the remaining rapid prototyping methods to implement the

chosen concept.
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6. Case Study: Design Application of Model

6.1 Introduction
The model that has been presented in the previous chapters is a method of performing the

steps of problem identification, idea generation, and concept selection in a concise

manner that will successfully move the conceptual front end of the design process under

the umbrella of what is considered “rapid prototyping”.  It has been presented in a format

that will allow a product development entity to begin with initial customer contact and

proceed through the design process to the point where the concept that will be

implemented is chosen.  This new method incorporates many different existing methods,

none of which consist of a set of questions and procedures that lead the user through the

entirety of the conceptual stages of the design process as this new method does.  By

working backwards, visualizing only the necessary steps to achieve the ideal goal (IFR)

of each major part of the design process that was considered, and using the existing

methods to accomplish the needed steps, the user is assured of a complete, innovative,

and rapid method of engineering design.

This chapter will consist first of a review of the entire method.  What follows will

be the application of the method to a real problem situation for a case study.  The overall

problem situation will be presented, followed by a short technology review of applicable

components of the situation.  The design up to the case study problem will be reviewed

for contextual purposes.  Then, the problem to be solved by use of the new method will

be presented in detail.  That will be followed by the actual case study; each step of the

method will be performed and its application to the problem will be documented.  The

results and the completed final design will be presented, and a critique of the method will

be offered.
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6.2 Conceptual Design Methodology for Rapid Prototyping
The following will document the complete method for conceptual design in a rapid

prototyping environment from initial customer contact to the selection of a concept to

implement.  In a sense this is a summary and it is explained in more detail in Chapters

3,4, and 5, but the purpose here is to show the method in its entirety.  The names of each

phase and step will be shown, as well as a very brief description of the action of that step

and the methods that should be used to accomplish the actions of that step, per the

explanations in the previous chapters.

Phase 1: Problem Identification

Step 1: Initial Contact / Definition of Customer

Initial contact is made.  Customer is defined as those who are affected by the

product attributes, and a weighted importance of their contribution of raw data

should be made. [Collaborative Innovation Process]

Step 2: Elicit Raw Data from Customer

Sections 1-4 of the Innovative Situation Questionnaire should be performed with

the customer to elicit raw data, using suggestions for effectiveness from the

Eppinger/Ulrich method. [TRIZ, Eppinger/Ulrich method]

Step 3: Convert Raw Data to Needs and Problems

Analyze the data to interpret and list perceived needs and perceived problems

(separately, for different treatment) and establish a relative importance for all

items. [Eppinger/Ulrich method]

Step 4a: Convert Needs to Problem Statements

Use the House of Quality to convert the list of perceived needs into problem

statements [Quality Function Deployment]

Step 4b: Convert Problems into Problem Statements

Isolate the correct problem(s) and convert to problem statements using the TRIZ

methods of problem formulation and problem statement development. [TRIZ]
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Step 5: Problem Statements

A list of problem statements exists, derived from needs, problems, or both.

Transfer the relative importance accordingly.  Metrics should be applied to the

statements where appropriate, to establish a measurable characteristic of the

statement for guidelines in designing. [Eppinger/Ulrich]

Step 6: Product Requirements

Ensure that the list of problem statements is clear, concise, weighted, and can

convey all necessary product requirements and how the requirement interfaces

with the product being developed.

Phase 2: Idea Generation

Step 7: Gather Information on Problem Statements

Become familiar with the background and related technology on each problem

statement by using Section 6 of the Innovative Situation Questionnaire. [TRIZ]

Step 8: Narrow the Scope for Innovation

State the Ideal Final Result and apply Contradiction Analysis and Su-Field

Analysis to the problem to narrow the scope in a direction most conducive to

innovation. [TRIZ]

Step 9: Generate Solution Concepts

Consider the Principles derived from Contradiction Analysis and/or Standard

Solutions yielded by Su-Field Analysis.  Generate concepts from these

considerations with Brainstorming, Osborn’s Checklist, Random Stimulation,

Other People’s Views, and Futuring. [TRIZ, Creative Problem Solving]

Step 10: Ensure Concepts Fulfill Problem Statements

Set aside ideas that do not conform to the customer requirements, expressed

through the problem statements.  If these concepts cannot be improved to the

point where they do conform, they should be eliminated.
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Step 11: Refinement

At the discretion of the product development entity, pare down the list of concepts

by eliminating those that have a very small chance of being implemented for

reasons of technological unfeasibility or impossibility.  Refine the remaining

concepts by improving or simplifying.

Step 12: Final List of Solution Concepts

A diverse list of refined, unique, and innovative concepts exists, each fulfilling

the problem statements in some degree.

Phase 3: Concept Selection

Step 13: Ensure Concepts are Unique

The concepts that are about to enter the selection process must be distinct enough

to be able to perform detailed comparisons between them.  Attempt to combine

those that are too similar.

Step 14: Reduce the Number of Concepts with Broad Criteria

Using an Ideality-based Concept Selection matrix reduces the number of

concepts.  The selection criteria include the problem statements.  The result shows

which concepts are not desirable for further consideration because of a lack of

Ideality relative to the other concepts.  A short list of competitive concepts

remains.  If the initial list of concepts is short, this step may be omitted. [Pugh

Concept Selection, TRIZ]

Step 15: Rank Concepts with Strict Criteria

The same Ideality-based Concept Selection matrix is used, but the selection

criteria are weighted for more discrimination.  Also, a more thorough comparison

method is used for more resolution.  The result is a list of the concepts, ranked by

the overall proximity to the Ideality.  [Pugh Concept Selection, TRIZ]

Step 16: Select Concept

Fine-tuning of the weights and iteration of the matrix may be desired.  Use the

results of the ranking to choose a concept for implementation.  The selection does

not necessarily have to be the highest-ranking concept.
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Step 17: Report Concept

One concept has been chosen for implementation.  The methodology is complete.

Shown below in Figure 6-1 is a matrix showing each step of the methodology and the

existing methods that contribute to it.

Figure 6-1: Methods Used for Each Step
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6.3 Case Study Problem Situation
The problem that will be used for the case study of the above methodology is located

within a real-world problem surrounding fabric-joining technology in military

applications.  Textile applications have historically relied upon sewing methods to join

the fabric as needed.  There are many different types of seams that can be constructed,

but one in particular that will be discussed herein is the double felled seam.  Many

military textile products are constructed using the double felled seam, including Battle

Dress Uniforms (BDU), Protective clothing, parachutes, and tenting.  It is a very strong

seam that is reliable and has no open fabric edges.  A representation of a typical double

felled seam is shown in Figure 6-2.

                Figure 6-2: Double Felled Seam

Traditional sewn seam methods are labor-intensive and require highly skilled

operators.  This is especially true for the double felled seam, because it is a relatively

complicated seam to make.  Each edge of the fabric must be folded under a similar fold

of the other, and for continuous operations, this is an intricate and difficult task to

accomplish.  As stated above, the conventional mechanism for constructing the seam has

been sewing.  However, non-sewn seaming methods provide some advantages over

traditional sewn seaming.  Many of the military applications mentioned above require

sealed, non-permeable seams.  Many non-sewn seaming methods provide this, as well as

excellent strength.  Some of these major alternative non-sewn methods include ultrasonic

welding and adhesive bonding technology.  Therefore, new technology to automate and

innovate the felled seaming process using alternative joining methods is desired.
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U.S. Military Research gave the charge to develop a proof-of-concept prototype

system that will produce a straight double felled seam using non-sewn methods.  More

specifically, the method that was to be used was adhesive bonding, utilizing a specified

hot-melt moisture curing adhesive.  The goal was to prove that an adhesively bonded

double felled seam could in fact be manufactured by a system that folds and joins the

fabric pieces.  The advent of this innovative technology would greatly enhance both the

nature of the double felled seam for military applications and simplify the double felled

seam construction process.

6.4 Overview of Non-Sewn Seaming Methods
There are two dominant methods that exist for replacements for textile joining

mechanisms.  They are ultrasonic welding and adhesive bonding.  Both can yield

excellent strength results and can produce seams that are completely sealed.  An

overview of each technology is given below.

6.4.1 Ultrasonic Welding

Ultrasonic welding is used for joining materials (thermoplastics or metals) together in a

manner that is much quicker and safer than most traditional bonding methods.  High-

frequency electrical energy is converted to high-frequency mechanical energy and

directed to the materials to be joined, which are secured under pressure.  The mechanical

energy, which is a vertical motion exceeding 15,000 cycles per second, is transferred

through a horn to the materials under pressure, pressed against an object called an anvil.

This generates frictional heat at the interface of the two materials, thus melting the

materials together in the desired region, where they solidify to a weld when pressure and

vibration cease.  Many factors contribute to a successful weld, but it is imperative to have

a correct balance between amplitude of the vibration, time, and pressure.  This

technology is widely used in many industries with many different metallic and

thermoplastic materials.  Shown below in Figure 6-3 is a diagram of the components

within an ultrasonic welding machine and how they interact.
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Figure 6-3: Ultrasonic Welding Technology

6.4.2 Adhesive Joining

There are many types of adhesives that could are presently being used or could

potentially be used for joining of textile materials.  However, this brief review will focus

solely on moisture curing hot melt adhesives.

Moisture curing hot melt adhesives combine the advantages of thermoplastic hot

melts with those of reactive adhesives.  Normal hot melts offer a number of attractive

features: they bond quickly and the bonds are resistant to many things.  However, they

cannot withstand high temperatures.  Reactive adhesives are capable of chemical

crosslinking after application, which raises temperature resistance and increases strength.

Therefore, with the combination of those properties, moisture curing hot melts have

enormous potential for many applications.  Per the name, reaction with moisture

(typically moisture in air) is what allows chemical crosslinks to form within the adhesive.

However, this type of adhesive must be heated to around 300 degrees F before

application.  After the adhesive has cured (which can take up to a week or more) it

exhibits some very interesting properties.  It cannot be re-melted by heat or dissolved by
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any solvent, due to the crosslinks.  Thus moisture curing hot melt adhesives are resistant

to many effects that may be seen in harsh environments, including heat and chemical

corrosion.

6.5 Presentation of Partial Design
The following is a summary of the work performed on the above-mentioned project

before the method for conceptual design in rapid prototyping was completely developed.

It should be noted however that what was considered the “major” problem in this design

(which will be explained later) was saved for use with the new methodology.

6.5.1 Assessment

Given the prompt of developing technology to automatically assemble a double felled

seam using a supplied moisture curing hot melt adhesive, the first step was to assess what

would steps would be needed to accomplish such a task from a macroscopic level.  In

order to assemble two pieces of fabric, no matter what the joining mechanism, the pieces

must be acquired in a controlled fashion.  Then, orientation and alignment must take

place to position the fabric pieces in the desired configuration in preparation for joining.

In the case of the double felled seam, this step would traditionally be followed by folding

the fabric edges over each other to produce the four-layer seam, as shown in Figure 6-2,

and then simply sewing the seam.  However, the requirement of adhesively bonding the

fabric introduces other necessary actions.  Somewhere in this process the adhesive must

be inserted into the seam in such a way so as to provide adequate bonding of all surfaces.

After the adhesive is applied, sewing is not required, but what remains of the seam

formation process must be completed and the adhesive must be allowed to cure.  Thus,

the main stages of the process include fabric acquisition, edge alignment, folding,

adhesive insertion, final seam formation, and curing.  The actual design will dictate the

exact order of these steps.
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6.5.2 Felled Seam Formation

There are several actions within this adhesive seam formation process that will dictate

many other parameters, but felled seam formation is the most basic.  How the fabric

pieces will be manipulated into forming a felled seam affects the entire process.  It was

desired to manipulate the fabric into a felled seam configuration in the most ideal fashion.

The traditional method of making a felled seam is by hand, using a folder.  Two different

views of such a folder are shown in Figures 6-4 and 6-5.

                              Figure 6-4: Typical Felled Seam Folder

                              Figure 6-5: Typical Felled Seam Folder
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With a folder such as this, development of automation is quite difficult and the

operator must continuously feed both fabric edges into the contours of the folder to

produce a felled seam.  As a consequence, this manual process is very hard to learn.

Moreover, this folder was designed for preceding a sewing head, not for folding fabric

that is to be bonded with a liquid adhesive.  When it was considered how to modify this

type of folder for use with adhesive application, there were many properties of the

adhesive that, when combined with those of the folder, made it very difficult.  The folder

is quite compact because it must produce a small, tightly folded felled seam.  The

adhesive must be in liquid form and at a temperature of 300 degrees F for application.

Thus, adhesive delivery and heat-sustaining mechanisms must be present in very close

proximity to the folding point, for which there is virtually no room.  Furthermore,

adhesive must be applied in three different places (see Figure 6-2).

Many ideas of how to create a felled seam while inserting adhesive into the folds

were considered.  Initial ideas revolved around the utilization an existing fabric-

controlling automatic felled seam folder and modifying it to accommodate the insertion

of the hot-melt adhesive into the seam.  Such ideas included piping adhesive into the

folds as they are made or perforating the inside layer of a hollow folder in which adhesive

travels through so it can enter the folds in the appropriate places.  However, these

methods seemed very complicated and cumbersome, and they contained many secondary

problems.  Therefore, it was desired to design a method that was closer to the Ideal Final

Result (IFR).  Specifically, the concept of the IFR is simply a design that accomplishes

the final goal while eliminating or minimizing harmful effects and having a minimum

number of parts.  By conceptualizing the IFR, a more ideal design can be achieved.  By

thinking in this manner, an idea was conceived that eliminates the traditional felled seam

folder and provides a built-in mechanism for inserting the adhesive into the folds.

If the fabric edges are initially joined in a lap seam formation, the that seam can

then be rotated about the seam's longitudinal axis by 180 degrees to produce a double

felled seam identical to that produced in traditional felled seam folders, as shown in

Figure 6-6.
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Figure 6-6: Felled Seam Formation

An ultrasonic welding machine will bond the initial lap seam, then the fabric will

undergo the helical deformation to complete the felled seam.  The adhesive can be placed

inside the folds when the rotation is almost complete.  A depiction of the final seam

construction is shown in Figure 6-7.

              Figure 6-7: Felled Seam Bonding Mechanisms

Thus, the mechanism for felled seam formation, which affects many if not all of

the steps in the seam assembly process, is complete.

6.5.3 Presentation of Design

With the seam formation mechanism now specified, each step of the process will have a

purpose in performing it.  Each of the necessary steps that were mentioned above will

now be considered and a summary of the chosen design will be given.

6.5.3a. Acquisition

Since the machine being designed is a proof-of-concept prototype, the acquisition of the

fabric pieces will simply consist of placement by hand.  The machine will take over from

there to automatically produce the adhesive seam.

Adhesive Ultrasonic
Bond
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6.5.3b. Alignment and Lap Seam Formation

To produce the initial lap seam, the edges of the fabric must be aligned one over the

other, as depicted in the first diagram in Figure 6-6.  To achieve this, a mechanism was

developed that would align the edges of the fabric, manipulate them into a lap seam

configuration of width ½ inch, and deliver the seam to be bonded ultrasonically.  A

device called ZYPPY, manufactured by Profeel Inc., uses air pressure to automatically

keep edges aligned in a continuous fashion, and will be used to align the fabric edges

immediately before being fed to the ultrasonic welding machine for bonding [23].  A 3-d

CAD representation of a ZYPPY device is shown in Figure 6-8.

                               Figure 6-8: ZYPPY Alignment Device

Two such devices will be used, with one on each side.  Shown in Figure 6-9 is a

3-d representation of how the alignment system has been designed.  Each piece of fabric

will be placed manually into place with the ends of the fabric through the ZYPPY devices

and the edge of the fabrics along the guide rails.  When the fabric pieces begin to be

moved forward by the machine to be ultrasonically bonded, the alignment system will

ensure that the edges of the fabric get placed correctly to produce a uniform lap seam.
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     Figure 6-9: Alignment System

6.5.3c. Felled Seam Formation

After ultrasonic bonding, the fabric pieces are joined by a lap seam.  The center of the

seam must undergo a 180-degree rotation to complete the formation of a double felled

seam, as depicted in Figure 6-6.  To accomplish this, the center of the seam will be fed

through a helix.  A mechanism for inducing a helical deformation of the center of the

seam was developed.  Two steel rods fixed parallel to one another were twisted by the

ends 180-degrees to produce a structure such that when fabric seam enters in-between the

rods on one end and traverses the length of the rods, it exits with a helical deformation

localized to the center of the seam.  The design of the helical “Z-folder” system is shown

in Figures 6-10 and 6-11.  A visual representation of the action of a lap seam fabric going

through the Z-folder to produce a felled seam is shown in Figure 6-12.
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 Figure 6-10: Z-folder System

                        Figure 6-11: Z-folder Helical Rods
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Figure 6-12: Helical Folding Action

6.5.4 Adhesive Delivery Mechanism

The mechanism for folding the fabric pieces into a felled seam configuration is designed.

What remains is the adhesive delivery mechanism.  The first design iteration was one that

grew out of the design of the helical folder.  Since the adhesive must be in liquid form for

application, the helical rods are an available resource that can be used to deliver hot,

liquid adhesive into the seam.  By simply placing nozzles at the ends of the rods and

making the end portions of the rods hollow, adhesive could flow through part of the rods,

out the nozzles, and into the felled seam just as it is being folded.  This setup is depicted

in Figure 6-13.

                           Figure 6-13: Adhesive Nozzles
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While a method of dispersing the adhesive correctly into the seam was made

much more feasible with this design, many externalities remained.  The adhesive would

have to be transported to the nozzles in liquid form at 300 degrees F, which meant that

pressurized and heated components would need to be in close proximity to the system.

The nozzles themselves would also need to be heated.  In addition, due to the nature of

the adhesive, the system could not simply start and stop.  Each time that the system

would have to be stopped, the adhesive transport line would have to be “purged” with an

inert material.  If not, the adhesive would cure and removal would not be possible.  Such

a system would be possible, but it would be far from an ideal adhesive delivery

mechanism.

However, a discovery was made that dramatically altered the possibilities for

adhesive insertion.  If was found that after the moisture curing hot melt adhesive had

fully cured (> 1 week), it would re-activate under ultrasonic energy.  It would revert to its

hot, liquid form until the ultrasound was removed, at which time it would return to its

fully cured state in seconds.  From testing the adhesive bonds on non-thermoplastic

fabrics to isolate adhesion effects, it was seen that no seam strength difference occurred

between samples that had been prepared with normal adhesive application and

ultrasonically re-activated adhesive.

The method for manually preparing the samples for ultrasonic re-activation is as

follows:

•  Heat a volume of adhesive to 300 degrees F

•  Apply the hot adhesive to a non-stick surface such as Teflon  in thin strips

wide enough to bond the fabric within the seam

•  Allow adhesive to cure (> 1 week)

•  Peel cured adhesive strips from surface

•  Insert adhesive strip(s) into the seam appropriately

•  Apply ultrasonic energy to the length of the seam to re-activate the adhesive

•  Remove from ultrasound to allow adhesive to cool and bond the seam.

Thus, a method exists to manually construct a seam using the moisture curing hot

melt adhesive that lacks many of the externalities associated with the conventional
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method.  A heated, pressurized delivery system using nozzles is not necessary.  Only pre-

cured adhesive strips and ultrasonic energy need be applied to produce the desired seam.

6.5.5 Statement of Case-Study Problem

It has been shown that a method for manually producing the desired adhesively bonded

seam exists.  However, this method must be combined with the design of the system to

automatically fold lap seam bonded fabric into a felled seam, as explained in Section

6.5.2.  Thus, an innovative design is required that will provide a method for inserting pre-

cured adhesive strips into the appropriate places in the felled seam, which will be made

using the Z-fold system.  This will be the desired goal for applying the Conceptual

Design Methodology for Rapid Prototyping, summarized in Section 6.1 and stated in

explicit detail in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.  What follows will be the application of this

method to generate a design solution for this problem.
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6.6 Case Study Application of Methodology
The Conceptual Design Methodology for Rapid Prototyping that was discussed in

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 and summarized in Section 6.2 will now be used to identify the

problem, generate ideas, and select a concept for implementation.  Each step of the

method will be considered individually to show its operation when applied to an actual

problem.  As stated before, the objective of solving the problem, or the Primary Useful

Function, is the insertion of pre-cured moisture-curing hot melt adhesive into a double

felled seam that is being constructed by the helical folding system.

6.6.1 Initial Contact / Definition of Customer

The problem at hand is a research study within a controlled environment.  The directive

for solving the problem was simply to prove that a supplied adhesive could be used as the

bonding mechanism for a felled seam to join supplied fabric material.  Thus, the

“customer” in this case is the product development entity and the raw data will come

entirely from such.

6.6.2 Elicit Raw Data from Customer

Sections 1-4 of the Innovative Situation Questionnaire have been performed as directed

by the method to elicit raw data.  The results are shown below.

1. Information about the system you would like to improve/create and its
environment.
1.1. System name.

Adhesively Bonded Felled Seaming System
1.2. System’s primary useful function.

The insertion of pre-cured strips of moisture curing hot melt adhesive into
upper and lower layers of a felled seam as it is being constructed by the
helical folding system, in preparation for adhesive re-activation under
ultrasonic energy.

1.3. Current or desired system structure.
The system in its static state will consist of the desired mechanism to
deliver the adhesive strips, surrounded by the Z-folder and drive functions,
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as well as the ultrasonic welding unit and fabric that may or may not be in
the system.

1.4. Functioning of the system.
During the execution of the Primary Useful Function, the system operates
as such: The lap-seam-bonded fabric pieces are transported through the Z-
folder, continuously forming a double felled seam.  As the fabric moves
through, the desired mechanism will continuously deliver the adhesive
strips into the appropriate places in the seam.  When folding and adhesive
insertion are completed, the seam will be held through the application of
ultrasonic energy, at which point seam construction will be complete.

1.5. System environment.
The system being considered is for proof-of-concept and is therefore in a
controlled environment, relatively isolated from other systems.  It will be
interfaced with control mechanisms, such as motors and sensors.  It will
also be in close proximity to ultrasonic energy.

2. Available resources.
2.1.  List all available resources: substance, field, functional, informational, time, and
space resources.
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3. Information about the problem situation.
3.1. Desired improvement to the system or a drawback you would like to eliminate.

Currently, the system can fold the fabric into a felled seam configuration,
but there is no bonding mechanism.  As required, that useful action is
absent.

3.2. Mechanism that causes the drawback to occur, if it is clear.
The mechanism to deliver the primary useful function does not exist.

3.3. History of the development of the problem.
It was desired to be able to automatically construct a felled seam that was
both impermeable and strong.  Adhesive bonding was the method chosen
as the primary joining method, and the problem arose by trying to find the
best mechanism for adhesive insertion into the seam.

3.4. Other problem(s) to be solved.
The adhesive delivery mechanism must facilitate continuous operation.  It
also must be able to be stopped and started in a way that follows the
movement of the fabric through the system.  Also, correct adhesive
insertion is of utmost importance for seam quality.  This means that the
strip must be placed in the correct position laterally and must have correct
tension so as not to either bunch up or break.

4. Changing the system.
4.1. Allowable changes to the system.

The degree of modification to the system is very high.  Since this part of
the system does not exist, the design must adhere to the limitations below.
The design may take a wide berth otherwise.

4.2. Limitations to changing the system.
The constraints that exist are that pre-cured adhesive strips are used and
that they are inserted into the felled seam that is made by the Z-folder.
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6.6.3 Convert Raw Data to Needs and Problems

The raw data collected in the previous section will now be converted into interpreted

needs.  Associated with the needs are their relative importance measures.

            Figure 6-15: Conversion of Statements to Needs

The raw data yielded only statements of need.  This is largely due to the fact that a

non-existent system is being designed; there are no problematic systems to deal with.

According to the method, therefore, only Step 4a of the method will be completed, to

convert the needs to problem statements.
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6.6.4 Convert Needs to Problem Statements

The House of Quality will be used to convert the list of perceived needs into problem

statements.  The completed House of Quality is shown below in Figure 6-16.

Figure 6-16: House of Quality for Adhesive Insertion
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6.6.5 Problem Statements

A list of problem statements should now be formulated from the House of Quality

analysis.  They will come from the Product Specifications List, and their relevance to the

customer needs will be represented by the importance measure.  This measure comes

from the Importance of Design Requirements values, but they will be normalized on a 1

to 10 scale (highest value assumed to be 10) for simpler use in concept selection, where

they will be incorporated as selection criteria.  The problem statements are listed below.

Problem Statement Importance Measure

Strip insertion must be automatic 10

Storage of the adhesive strip(s) is desired 3.75

Retrieval of strip must be easy 4.5

Delivery speed should be regulated and controlled 9.0

Insertion point should be fixed 7.0

Contact with fabric must be minimized 2.25

Process initiation must be simple 2.0

Adhesive replacement must be quick 1.75

Components should be able to generate or withstand high speeds 2.75

6.6.6 Product Requirements

This step is to ensure that the list of problem statements is clear, concise, weighted, and

can convey all necessary product requirements.  This list covers many aspects of what the

system requires.  A review of the statements shows that the list is clear and concise.  The

weights range from 1 to 10, and are an accurate representation of how they impact the

customer needs.

6.6.7 Gather Information on Problem Statements

It is very beneficial to become familiar with the background and related technology on

the problem statements.  Basic research is good for this, and Section 6 of the Innovative

Situation Questionnaire is also a good starting point.
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6. History of attempted solutions to the problem.
6.1. Previous attempts to solve the problem.

This is a new application and a new problem.  This is the first attempt.
6.2. Other system(s) in which a similar problem exists.

A technology that is similar in nature is tape sealing. This is where a thin
strip of adhesive or sealant is fed between layers to seal.  The tape is
usually on a large roll and can be easily used in continuous operations.

6.6.8 Narrow the Scope for Innovation
This step is performed to direct one to where the most innovative solution concepts can
be generated.  By using one or more TRIZ tools, such as Contradiction Analysis or Su-
Field Analysis, technological trends that have been discovered from research can be
methodically brought to the current problem.

In order to perform Contradiction Analysis, problems must be structured in the
form of physical contradictions (PC’s) or technical contradictions (TC’s).  These can
come directly from the problem statements or from the problem situation.  Contradiction
statements and the associated TRIZ analyses are listed below:

PC: Z-folder produces a correct felled seam but occupies the same space as where the
adhesive strips must be placed.

Separation principles that apply: Separation in Space, Separation in Time
TC: The need for delivery speed to follow the speed of the fabric may cause tension or
force to be applied to the adhesive strip, which is not strong and could break.

•  Improve: Manufacturability  Degrade: Stability of Object
Resulting Inventive Principle(s): Cushion in advance, Inversion, Segmentation

•  Improve: Speed Degrade: Tension
Resulting Inventive Principle(s): Universality, Mechanical vibration

PC: The process initiation, the initial acquisition of both fabric and adhesive, must be
simple; however, the arrangement of the felled seam and the adhesive is relatively
complex and does not lend itself to simple transient assembly.

Separation principle that applies: Separation Within a Whole Object and Its Parts

The above analysis serves to direct the generation of solution concepts to the
place where the most innovative solution concepts reside.  The results will be strongly
focused upon when generating solution concepts for the adhesive strip insertion
mechanism.
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6.6.9 Generate Solution Concepts
The information obtained in the previous section as well as the list of available resources

from the ISQ were used to develop solution ideas for the problem, with the list of

problem statements as a guide.  The aspects of the problem such as adhesive storage and

transient seam assembly will be considered first, then the primary problem of developing

an insertion mechanism will be considered.  The concept development process will be

documented to show specifically how narrowing the scope for innovation helps to

generate concepts.

The information yielded from Section 6 of the ISQ prompted an idea for an

adhesive storage mechanism.  History of tape sealing technology led to the idea of storing

the adhesive on a roll.  The available resource of free space on each side of the folder will

be used to place the rolls.  Also, a roll fed supply of adhesive strip facilitates continuous

operation and can hold a substantial amount of material.

To eliminate the technical contradiction “Strip needs to follow speed of fabric but

force changes may break the strip”, the Principles yielded were utilized.  They will be

listed below with a description of how it can be used [11]:

•  Cushion in advance – Compensate for the relatively low reliability of an

object by countermeasures taken in advance

•  Inversion – Implement opposite action, turn the object upside-down

•  Segmentation – Divide an object, make it sectional

•  Universality – Have the object perform multiple functions

•  Mechanical vibration – Introduce oscillation, utilize frequency

The latter four Inventive Principles were considered and did not prompt any ideas.

However, by brainstorming the integration of “Cushion in Advance” into the system, an

idea was conceived to help prevent sudden forces from harming the adhesive strips.  By

feeding the strips through a tensioning device, the forces that occur from sudden changes

in velocity can be dampened.

To resolve the Physical Contradiction of needing a simple method of transient

manual assembly of a complicated seam, the yielded separation principle of “Separation
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Within a Whole Object and Its Parts” was considered.  This principle is used if a system

must operate under contradictory conditions.  The principle suggests partitioning the

system and assigning contradictory functions or conditions to a subsystem.  The system

as a whole then retains the remaining functions and conditions.  This concept was

specifically considered while brainstorming.  Since the initial assembly of adhesive and

fabric must involve the following mechanism of the strip (the strip must follow the speed

of the fabric to ensure correct insertion), that requirement is considered here.  The

brainstorming process for ways to partition the system yielded a good concept.  If the

system can be considered as three parts, the folding process, the insertion mechanism (yet

to be determined), and the transport process, then the seam assembly can be simplified.

The fabric can be manually fed through the folder, which forms the felled seam.  At that

point, the leading end of the adhesive strip can be fed through the insertion mechanism

and placed into the seam before the seam end is fixed under the holding point.  Thus, the

transient insertion is complete and the delivery speed control mechanism presents itself.

With the adhesive strip end fixed into the felled seam end, the seam can be transported

forward and the strip would follow.  With the insertion device acting to insert the strip

continuously into the seam, and the resource of the strength of the strip coupled with the

tensioning device, the strip can be inserted with the speed of the fabric and not undergo

failure.

The primary problem of how to insert the adhesive strips into the seam will now

be considered.  The contradiction that applies is the physical contradiction of the folder

occupying the same space as where the strip needs to be inserted.  The applicable

Separation Principles were found to be Separation in Space and Separation in Time.  The

concept of applying Separation in Space to a system is to separate in space opposite

requirements by partitioning [11].  The concept of applying Separation in Time to a

system is to separate the opposite requirements in time by rescheduling system operation

[11].  These principles will be considered while generating concepts, in addition to the

needs of the system.

Brainstorming was employed first, to follow the methodology.  Listed below are

the ideas that were conceived for each separation principle during this exercise.
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Separation in Space: Brainstorming

Concept 1: Use available space on either side of the folder to allow the adhesive

strips to enter from the side of the folder and enter the seam as the fabric exits the

folder.  The folder has a modification to enable the strip to enter the folder, turn,

and exit out of the end of the folder into the seam.

Concept 2: Use available space on either side of the folder to allow the adhesive

strips to enter from the side of the folder and enter the seam as the fabric exits the

folder.  There are no internal folder modifications, but a series of guides attached

to the folder in the appropriate places to allow the strip to enter from the side,

turn, and exit into the fabric, following the contours of the folder.

Concept 3: The strips will enter the seam from above the folder and below the

folder.  They will be fed vertically and then bend into the seam from above.  No

folder modifications are needed.

Concept 4: The strips enter the seam almost parallel with the seam from each side

Concept 5: The strips are fed in reverse fashion – they feed in a direction

opposite to the fabric motion from the top and bottom and turn 180 degrees and

enter the seam.

Concept 6: The strips are fed in reverse fashion – they feed in a direction

opposite to the fabric motion from the left and sides and turn 180 degrees and

enter the seam.

Separation in Time: Brainstorming

Concept 7: The action of introducing the adhesive strips to the system is

performed in advance.  By making the folder rods hollow, the adhesive can be

inserted into the rods at the folder entrance and exit into the seam as it is folded.

Concept 8: The adhesive strips are inserted after folding is complete, but before

the assembled seam is clamped for moving the seam forward.  The strips come in

from the side, almost parallel to the seam.

Concept 9: The adhesive is fixed to the fabric in appropriate places before

folding commences.
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The above solution concepts were each generated by the brainstorming method.

Now, each of the techniques suggested by the methodology to add to these concepts will

be used.

Osborn’s Checklist

This checklist contains the items Adapt, Modify, Magnify, Minify, Substitute, Rearrange,

and Combine to consider with respect to each existing concept.

Concept 10: Modify the adhesive strips by making them cylindrical.  This could

make transport through the folder easier in Concept 7.

Random Stimulation

This method attempts to view the problem from perspectives not previously considered.

Random words or concepts are used to trigger ideas.

No concepts generated.

Other People’s Views

Considering other viewpoints, such as views of those not directly related to the problem

situation, can stimulate ideas.

No concepts generated.

Futuring

This technique prompts for imagining ideas that are probably not technically feasible

(ideal solution).

Concept 11: The adhesive could be inserted into the proper place during

manufacture of the fabric.
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6.6.10 Ensure Concepts Fulfill Problem Statements

The customer requirements are expressed through the problem statements, and each

concept must fulfill them.  To what degree each concept will fulfill each statement will

vary, of course.  Through review of the solution concepts, it is seen that each does (or

could) fulfill to at least a minimum degree each of the problem statements.

6.6.11 Refinement

This step is to eliminate concepts that have a very small chance of implementation for

reasons of technological unfeasibility or impossibility.  After review, two of the concepts,

9 and 11, are not feasible for implementation in the current problem situation.  Concept

10 is not possible because that is not how the strips will be made, and the strips will be

narrow enough to have the same functionality.  These three concepts will be eliminated.

The other concepts have potential for implementation.

6.6.12 Final List of Solution Concepts

The final list is as follows:

Concept 1. Side entry through folder, exit through end of folder into seam

Concept 2. Side entry on surface of folder, exit at end of folder into seam

Concept 3. Vertical entry of strips

Concept 4. Strips enter from the side, almost parallel to the seam

Concept 5. Strips are fed in reverse and turn into the seam vertically

Concept 6. Strips are fed in reverse and turn into the seam horizontally

Concept 7. Hollow folder, entry at front of folder, exit through end of folder into seam

Concept 8. Side entry after folder, around guide to enter seam longitudinally

6.6.13 Ensure Concepts are Unique

Each concept was reviewed and all are in fact distinct enough to be compared.
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6.6.14 Reduce the Number of Concepts with Broad Criteria

The Ideality-based Concept Selection matrix will be used to compare the concepts.  The

selection criteria will consist of the problem statements and other useful functions,

harmful functions, and costs that are applicable to the problem situation.  The matrix is

shown below in Figure 6-17.

      Figure 6-17: Ideality-based Concept Selection Matrix
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From the results of the selection matrix, it is seen that four concepts, 1,2,7, and 8,

score much better than the others.  Therefore, these four concepts will be considered

under more discrimination in the weighted matrix in the next step.

6.6.15 Rank Concepts with Strict Criteria

The Ideality-based Concept Selection matrix will be used with weighting in order to

compare the concepts.  The selection criteria will consist of the problem statements,

which are already weighted, and other useful functions, harmful functions, and costs, to

which weights have been applied.   The concepts are represented visually in figures

below, and the matrix is shown below in Figure 6-22.

Concept 1: The adhesive strips, vertical oriented, will enter into a cut-out in the folder

rod from the side and travel out of the end of the folder rod, horizontally oriented.  The

adhesive strip is then continuously fed into the felled seam fold.  This concept is

visualized in Figure 6-17.

  Figure 6-18: Concept 1
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Concept 2: The adhesive travels the same way as in Concept 1, but does not travel

through the folder.  Instead, the strips are fed through guides on the folder rod surface.

The strips enter the folds as soon as the fabric exits the helical folder.  This concept is

visualized in Figure 6-18.

                                  Figure 6-19: Concept 2

Concept 3: Instead of having the adhesive strips come in from the sides, they travel

through the length of the folder rods and come out of the ends.

                                      Figure 6-20: Concept 3
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Concept 4: The adhesive strips enter the folds after folding yet before the assembly is

constrained.  The strips come in from the side and are guided around a 90-degree bend to

enter the fold longitudinally.  There are no modifications to the folder.

     Figure 6-21: Concept 4
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Figure 6-22: Weighted Ideality-based Concept Selection Matrix

The concepts are thus ranked by a relative measure of Ideality.  The next step is to

choose the concept.

6.6.16 Select Concept

The result of the matrix above shows that Concept 3 has the highest value of “Ideality”,

based upon the weights assigned.  As mentioned in the methodology, the results are

highly dependent upon the weights given to the selection criteria and therefore largely

subjective.  A product development entity may choose to re-run the matrix calculations
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with different weights for the purpose of comparing and re-checking.  In this case

Concept 3, the one that obtained the highest score in the matrix, was selected.  However,

different weights could have produced a different result.  Thus, it is important to consider

all factors, not just which concept won.  Ultimately, the Ideality-based matrix has been

proven in practice to take into account not only useful functions, but also harmful ones

and cost, when performing the task of comparing solution concepts.  It is therefore a

valuable guide in selecting a final solution concept.

6.6.17 Report Concept

One concept has been chosen for further detailed design and subsequent implementation.

6.7 Usefulness of Methodology
The following is an objective review of the methodology, based on its use in the case

study.  The problem was a true real-world problem that was reserved for this purpose.

No prior work had been completed on the problem.  Each step was performed in

succession and documented immediately.  The first observation was the ability of the

method to deal with many possible situations that can arise.  It is well suited to handle

existing problems or new product development.  In this case study, the method allowed

assessment of whether need or problem statements were needed.  The second observation

was the comprehensiveness of the method.  In the review of existing methods in Chapter

2, not one method provided steps from initial customer contact through concept selection.

This new method does, and the acceleration provided by having all needed steps in one

method was invaluable.  This objective opinion is that this methodology is quite useful

for any product development entity that wishes accelerate its conceptual design process,

and that it successfully adds to the front end of rapid prototyping.
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6.8 Conclusion
The purpose of this chapter was to summarize the methodology presented in Chapters 3,4

and 5, and then to show its usefulness by implementation on an actual problem situation.

The problem situation was presented with background information for clarity.  Then, the

actual problem was focused upon and stated.  Each step was then performed and

documented as it was used to identify the problem, generate ideas, and select a solution

concept.  The overall result was a swift pathway from initial customer contact to

developing a solution concept that fulfills the customer requirements.  Thus, the initial

goal of creating the methodology, to accelerate the conceptual design process and bring it

into what is considered “rapid prototyping”, has been performed and the method is shown

to have enormous merit when applied to a real-world problem.
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7.  Conclusions and Future Work Recommendations

7.1 Conclusions

With time as a major competitive factor in the marketplace today, bringing products to

the market and solving problems in existing products quickly is crucial.  Rapid

Prototyping methods are very effective ways of streamlining this effort.  However, Rapid

Prototyping largely considers the portion of the design process that comes after a solution

concept has been selected, and it has done well to accelerate that portion.  The time that

exists in the design stages from initial customer contact to concept selection is included in

the cycle time from market considerations.  From the review of methods that concern the

conceptual design process, it has been shown therefore that a need exists for a similar

acceleration.  This will essentially bring the conceptual front end of the design process

under the umbrella of what is considered “Rapid Prototyping”.

The major conceptual design methods for problem identification, idea generation,

and concept selection were reviewed.  Each of these steps were then individually

considered and the “Ideal Final Result” for each was formulated.  By working backwards

to formulate smaller steps that would lead to the completion of the Ideal Final Result for

each of the three steps, only what was absolutely necessary to accomplish each major

step was listed.  This way, no unneeded actions would be done, and the complete

fulfillment of each major step would be assured.  Then, for each small step, relevant

portions of the reviewed existing methodologies were used to fulfill the needs of that

step.  For some steps, more than one method were combined, and for others, none were

used and a custom design was used, all based on the need of the particular step.  The end

result was a condensed, accelerated, and complete method for the conceptual design

process from meeting the customer to the selection of a solution concept.

To assess the usefulness of the new methodology, a case study was performed.

The problem of inserting a pre-cured adhesive strip into a felled seam was presented, and

the methodology was used to formulate problem statements, to generate solution concepts

for providing a mechanism to insert the strips automatically, and to select a final solution

concept.  The method was simple to perform and yielded excellent results.
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A complete, accelerated, and efficient design process has been created.  It has

been designed to be systematic in nature for ease of completion.  The major design

methodologies typically do not include steps to lead the user through the entirety of the

conceptual design process.  Therefore, if a product development entity wishes to utilize a

systematic method to aid in completing the conceptual design for a problem or product, it

must find out which methods offer which needed steps and then pick which ones to use

before even starting.  This is by no means rapid.  The method that has been presented

eliminates this effort by consolidating the relevant portions of many major design

methods (see Figure 6-1).  By formulating the Ideal Final Results for the Problem

Identification, Idea Generation, and Concept Selection steps, only the necessary steps to

accomplish the IFR’s were employed.  This resulted in only the necessary parts of the

major methods being included as relevant and custom methods were designed where the

major methods were insufficient.  This contributes to the accelerated nature of the method

presented here in two ways.  First, the method encapsulates all needed steps to go from

initial customer contact to a final solution concept and presents them succinctly, so

nothing else is needed.  Second, by nature of its development, the method leads the user

through the minimum number of steps required to accomplish the conceptual design, yet

is comprehensive in that it includes all that is needed.  The inherent acceleration of the

conceptual design process present in this new method is also seen in the idea generation

steps.  Specifically, by utilizing TRIZ methods to use previous solutions to analogous

problems, the “scope for innovation” can be narrowed.  As such, idea generation efforts

are simplified because time will not be spent developing inferior ideas.  Idea generation is

focused to the place where the most innovative ideas are most likely to lie.  This

technique both accelerates the idea generation process and produces the most innovative

ideas.

The method presented here also includes a new method for concept selection.

Typical methods for screening out concepts and comparing those that remain use the

product requirements as the only selection criteria.  However, the factors that determine

the most ideal solution involve much more than that.  The TRIZ concept of Ideality

includes not only useful functions, but also harmful functions and cost, to determine how

ideal a system is.  Therefore, to make a more accurate distinction between the concepts, a
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new method for selection was developed.  It is an Ideality-based concept selection

method that uses for selection criteria useful functions, harmful functions, and costs

associated with the concepts.  This method makes concept selection more complete by

focusing on more than just product attributes when comparing concepts.

The methodology that has been presented fulfills the proven need for moving the

conceptual design process under what is considered “rapid prototyping”.  By utilizing the

method from initial customer contact to choosing a concept to implement, a complete,

accelerated process can occur.  Then, current rapid prototyping methods (reviewed in

Chapter 2) can fulfill the remainder of the design process in a similar accelerated fashion.

7.2 Future Work

The current state of the methodology is very good.  It has been refined and tested, and it

has been shown to be a valuable addition to any product development or problem-solving

endeavor, as well as to the technology of rapid prototyping.  However, a more in-depth

analysis would be very helpful.  An additional iteration of model development should be

performed to reveal any intricate gaps that may be present.  Also, a more in-depth review

of the existing methods should be performed.  The review conducted herein was lengthy

and it included many important methods, but it was not comprehensive.  Such a review

could greatly benefit the methodology by providing the ability to include even better

ways of accomplishing the Ideal Final Result for each step.  Another step for the future

would be to take one problem situation and assign two different teams to solve it.  One

team would use the methodology and the other would simply try to solve the problem.

This kind of comparison, showing differences in the number of concepts developed, the

innovative nature of the concepts, and the time taken to do so, could add even more proof

to the claim of acceleration of the conceptual design process.
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